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Management Option Simulation Model 
Computational Module Handbook 

 
This handbook describes the computation modules of the management	options	
simulation	model	(MOSM), and intended to accompany the model and the user manual. 
The model includes a quick start guide (see Readme tab of MOSM) that guides users in 
specifying management scenarios, executing simulations, and reading the model outputs. 
The user manual provides more in-depth guidance on specifying the model inputs and 
archiving management scenarios. This handbook describes the computational modules 
operating within MOSM to evaluate the effectiveness of different suites of management 
options in reducing sediment at the watershed-scale. 
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1. Introduction 

MOSM was developed in collaboration with scientists, engineers, and economists 

from three research universities (Johns Hopkins University, University of Minnesota 

(Twin Cities and Duluth), and Utah State University), and with a stakeholder group 

familiar with the watershed (agricultural producers, conservation groups, and members of 

state and local regulatory agencies). This collaborative development helped to identify 

relevant and plausible environmental management alternatives to include in the model, 

and guided development of the model structure, input data, and decision analysis.  

MOSM simulates movement of water and sediment across a watershed and evaluates 

the effects of various management option scenarios on sediment loading. It is a reduced-

complexity watershed model where many components (i.e., spatial and temporal grids, 

and number of interacting state variables) and the degree of complexity (i.e., range of 

physical, chemical, and biological processes) have been reduced to include only those 

processes essential to represent sediment transport and surface water routing. MOSM is 

designed to be constrained by the best-available existing information, including stream 

gaging records, a complete watershed sediment budget, historical trends in the watershed, 

and independent measures of outputs, such as sediment fingerprinting and a suite of 

geomorphic change detection outputs.  

In this handbook, we start by describing the overall structure of MOSM (Section 2).  

We then provide details on computational modules of MOSM: sediment loading and 

delivery module (Section 3), water routing module (Section 4), and management option 

allocation module (Section 5).  The handbook concludes by documenting the procedures 

to compute the management scenario cost (Section 6). Appendix A outlines all the 
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management options considered in MOSM, and describes the spatial analysis to 

determine the available extents for management implementation. MOSM operates in 

Microsoft Excel with the computational modules written in Visual Basics Application 

(VBA). Appendix B shows the VBA codes corresponding to the computational modules 

described in this handbook.  

2. Model structure 

Management Option Simulation Model (MOSM) is designed to evaluate the 

effectiveness of different suites of management options in reducing sediment in the Le 

Sueur River Basin (MOSM-LSRB) and the Greater Blue Earth River Basin (MOSM-

GBERB) (Figure 1a and 1b).	MOSM consists of three primary modules: 1) management 

option (MO) allocation, 2) hydrologic routing, and 3) sediment delivery and loading. The 

spatial scales of the model correspond to these modules: zones, hydro-subbasins 

(HYDSB), and sediment-subbasins (SEDSB).  

In the first primary module, the model allocates management options (MOs) 

according to the rules defined in Section 5. User inputs on MO allocation can be specified 

within three different geomorphic zones of individual subwatersheds: far	upland	of	the	

watershed	consisting	of	relatively	flat	topography	(Zone	1),	near	the	watershed	

outlet	characterized	by	deeply	incising	river	valleys	(Zone	3),	and	the	transitional	

zone	in	between	(Zone	2)	(Figure	1).	Subwatersheds	of		the	Le	Sueur	River	Basin	

(LSRB)	consist	of	Le	Sueur	(LES),	Cobb	(COB),	and	Maple	(MAP);	in	addition	to	these	

subwatersheds,	the	Greater	Blue	Earth	River	Basin	(GBERB)	also	includes	Blue	

Earth	(BE)	and	Watonwan	(WAT)	(Figure	1).		
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Figure 1(a): The Le Sueur River basin (LSRB) is divided into three zones: upland zone (zone 1), transitional 
zone (zone 2), and incised zone closest to the moth of the watershed (zone 3). Subwatersheds of the LSRB are: 
Maple (MAP), Cobb (COB), and Le Sueur (LES). The LSRB is further divided into HYDSBs and SEDSBs, 
functional delineations applied for Hydrologic routing (Section 4), and sediment delivery and loading, 
respectively (Section 3). 
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1) Zones are characterized by the geomorphic regions that guide MO allocation. 
2) Hydro-subbasins (HYDSBs) are defined by the major river network. They 

demarcate the spatial scale for the hydrologic routing module.  
3) Sediment-subbasins (SEDSBs) are defined by a high-resolution river network 

that includes small streams and ditches. They demarcate the spatial scale for 
the sediment delivery and loading module. 
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Figure 1b: The Greater Blue Earth River Basin (MOSM-GBERB) is divided into three zones: upland zone (zone 
1), transitional zone (zone 2), and incised zone closest to the moth of the watershed (zone 3). Subwatersheds of 
the GBERB are: Watonwan (WAT), Blue Earth (BE), Maple (MAP), Cobb (COB), and Le Sueur (LES). The 
GBERB is further divided into HYDSBs and SEDSBs, functional delineations applied for Hydrologic routing 
(Section 4), and sediment delivery and loading, respectively (Section 3). 

The second primary module simulates movement of water through hydro subbasins 

(HYDSBs) to the watershed outlet. The LSRB is divided into 30 HYDSBs, and the 

GBERB into 111 HYDSB (Figure 1). The water routing module evaluates management 

options to reduce sediment loading from near channel sources (NCS) by storing water in 

the watershed. Such options are water conservation MO (WCMO) and in-channel water 

conservation MO (ICMO) that store water in the field or in ditches, respectively. The 

water routing module is described in Section 4. 

The third primary module simulates average annual sediment loading from sediment 
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1622 SEDSBs in the GBERB. This module predicts sediment-loading reduction from 1) 

reducing soil erosion with tillage MOs (TLMO); 2) reducing field sediment delivery to 

stream with agricultural field MOs (AFMO) such as grassed waterways, WCMOs such as 

wetlands or sediment ponds, buffer MOs (BFMO) such as riparian buffers; and 3) 

reducing NCS loading with ravine MOs (RAMO) and near-channel bluff MOs (NCMO) 

such as bluff toe protection or repair. The sediment delivery and loading module is 

described in Section 3. 

3. Sediment loading and delivery 

MOSM evaluates soil erosion and storage across the watershed based on soil 

mapping, topography, gage data (reference observation period: 2006-2010), and the 

integrated sediment budget (Gran et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015). The central challenge was to 

develop a model that provides a reasonably accurate accounting of sediment loading with 

minimal computational complexity. MOSM utilizes high-resolution topography through 

the Topofilter simulation (Cho and Wilcock, 2017) to estimate highly resolved and 

stochastic sediment delivery across the watershed. This approach, in contrast to spatially-

lumped or –distributed, process-based models, offers the simplest possible routing model 

using sediment delivery ratio (SDR) values that rely explicitly on observed data.  

The effects of an individual management option are quantified by altering the relevant 

soil erosion (SE) rates and/or SDR of a SEDSB j (Figure 2): 

(1) Tillage management options (TLMO) consist of different proportions of corn-

soybean rotation with conventional tillage, continuous corn with conventional 

tillage, and corn-soybean rotation with cover crop management. The sediment 
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module calculates changes in the soil erosion rate with TLMO implementation in 

each SEDSB j (SEj, Mg/yr) (Section 3.2). 

(2) If AFMO, WCMO, and/or BFMO are implemented in a SEDSB j, the sediment 

module calculates the changes in the field sediment delivery ratio (!"!!!) for the 

areas controlled by these MOs (Section 3.3).  

(3) If a RAMO or NCMO are implemented in a SEDSB j, the changes in the 

sediment input rates from ravines (!!!!) and bluffs (!!!!) are calculated (Section 

3.4). 

 
Figure 2: A schematic of a sediment loading simulation in the MOSM. Sediment inputs (SIj) in a SEDSB j 
consist of sediment contribution from field, ravines, streambanks, and bluffs. NOMO indicates the areas 
unaffected by management. SI from each SEDSB j is routed downstream and decreased based on SDR in stream 
(SDRsj). Detailed elements in the figure are described in Sections 3.2 through 3.4. 

We do not assign a MO that directly reduces sediment input from streambanks. It is 

difficult to identify specific candidate streambank management sites along with potential 

sediment supply rates because streambank loading rates are determined at the regional 

scale. Streambanks here are differentiated from bluffs by height.  Streambanks remain 
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low enough for floods to spill over the top while bluffs are higher than flood flows can 

reach.  Streambanks are responsible for about 25% of the watersheds’ sediment loading, 

compared to bluffs at about 50% (Gran et al., 2011). If individual streambank sites are 

tracked in future iterations of the model, , stream restoration management options on 

these shorter features can be considered, too. 

3.1. Sediment loading prediction and uncertainty analysis 

MOSM may be executed using the stochastic setting where SDR values are obtained 

from a number of plausible solutions at each SEDSB. The variability in the observed 

sediment loading reflects the variability in soil erosion rates (determined from USLE 

data) and sediment transport processes which dictate how much of the eroded sediment 

actually reaches the channel (i.e. the sediment delivery ratio (SDR)). The uncertainty 

associated with sediment transport processes and consequent variability in sediment 

loading (SL) predictions are simulated using the Topofilter simulation, the details of 

which can be found in Cho and Wilcock (2017). MOSM may also be executed using the 

deterministic setting where an optimal set of SDR values determined from Topofilter is 

used to calculate sediment loading.  

The sediment loading and delivery module calculates the fraction of eroded sediment 

delivered to the watershed outlet from each SEDSBj given the SDR values derived from 

the Topofilter simulation. First, the module accesses the Topofilter simulation outputs of 

field SDR values (!"#!!) to calculate the sediment input to stream (!!!!) at each SEDSBj 

[1]. The module accesses the sediment inputs from streambanks (!!!!), ravines (!!!!), 

and bluffs (!!!!) to each stream segment, in addition to the input from field source (!!!!) 

at each SEDSBj [2]. The fraction of total sediment input to stream (!!!) delivered to the 
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watershed outlet is then calculated using the stream SDR values (!"#!!) [3]. Total 

sediment loadings at the outlets of the Topofilter watersheds (Toposhed) (!!!), which are 

defined by the gage locations (Figure 3), are calculated by summing over the sediment 

loading from the SEDSBs in each of the Toposheds.  

where !!! is the annual soil loss rate and !!! is the sediment loading from a SEDSB j. 

The calculations of [1] to [3] are repeated for a user-specified number of Monte Carlo 

(MC) iterations up to 1000 times where !"#!! and !"#!! are randomly selected from 

their probability density functions (PDF). The model provides the distribution of 

predicted sediment loading at the outlets of the Toposheds, including the mean, standard 

deviation, minimum, maximum, and different percentile values of the predicted values.  

!!!! = !!! ∗ !"#!!   [1]  

!!! = !!!! + !!!! + !!!! + !!!! [2]  

!!! = !!!
!!

!!!
= !!! ∗ !!"!!

!!

!!!
 

[3]  
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Figure	3:	MOSM	simulates	sediment	loading	at	eight	gage	locations,	five	above	the	knick	points	
(Watonwan	near	La	Salle,	Blue	Earth	near	Winnebago	and	Elm	Creek,	Maple	near	Sterling	Center,	Little	
Cobb,	and	Le	Sueur	at	St.	Clair)	and	three	below	the	incised	zone	(Watonwan	near	Garden	city,	Blue	
Earth	near	Rapidan	below	the	confluence	with	the	Watonwan	River,	and	Le	Sueur	below	the	confluence	
with	the	Maple	and	Cobb	Rivers).	Virtual	gages	include	the	Main	Cobb	at	the	confluence	with	Little	Cobb	
where	its	sediment	loading	is	interpolated	using	the	Maple	and	Little	Cobb	data,	and	Winnebago	to	Knick	
point	along	the	Blue	Earth	River,	for	which	its	sediment	loading	is	extracted	from	the	Integrated	
Sediment	Budget.	

3.2. Soil erosion reduction by three TLMO types 

A primary function of Tillage Management options (TLMO) is to reduce soil erosion 

rates (SEj) at each SEDSB j. Crop production and tillage practice is typically simulated in 

watershed models by imposing different sediment loss under different crop production 

and tillage scenarios (Folle et al., 2009). This subsection describes how we calculate soil 

erosion under different composition of crop production and tillage practices associated 

with 1) corn-soybean rotation with conventional tillage (T1); 2) continuous corn 
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production with conventional tillage (T2); and 3) corn-soybean rotation with winter rye 

cover crop (T3).  

All cropland is assigned to one of the three classes of crop production and tillage 

practices. The effects of tillage practice on soil erosion rate (SE) [Mg/yr] at each SEDSB 

is expressed as an area-weighted average for each practice:  
 

SE = T1
Aa1
Aa

+T2
Aa2
Aa

+T3
Aa3
Aa

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
SEmx   

[4]  

where SEmx is the soil erosion rate for continuous corn with conventional till. The 

cropland area Aa of each SEDSB is composed entirely of the three tillage types (Aa = Aa1 

+ Aa2 + Aa3). The tillage factor is derived from the USLE’s C factor that represents the 

cover-management including landuse, crop canopy, surface cover, and surface roughness 

associated with different crop productions (Renard, 1991) (Table 1).  

Table 1: Reference C factor of the USLE associated with modeled crop system and tillage practice 

Crop-tillage options 
Soil erosion factor (C-
factor in the USLE) Source 

Corn-soybean rotation with 
conventional tillage practices (T1) 1.31 (Miller et al., 1982) 
Continuous corn with conventional 
tillage practices (T2) 1 (Miller et al., 1982) 
Corn-soybean rotation with winter 
rye cover crop (T3) 0.35 (Gabriels et al., 2003) 

The mean annual soil erosion rate at each SEDSB with the reference TLMO 

implementation (SER in [5]) is a model input from the USLE calculation within the 

SWAT model (we calculated the mean annual rates with the annual SWAT outputs from 

1981 to 2014) (Kumarasamy and Belmont, 2014). According to the Cropland Data Layer 

(CDL) from the USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), corn-soybean 

rotation (T1) covers about 80% of the cropland, and continuous corn (T2) covers about 
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20% of the cultivated area (The United States Department of Agriculture, n.d.). We 

assume that this represents the reference TLMO implementation, and Equation [4] can be 

rewritten: 

SER = T1
80
100

+T2
20
100

+T3
0
100

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥SEmx   [5]  

where SER is the USLE estimate of soil erosion rate cumulated over each SEDSB and we 

assume no spatial correlation between tillage practice and local SE.1 Using erosion 

factors of T1 = 1.31, T2 = 1, and T3 = 0.35  from Table1, Equation [5] is reduced to  (i.e., 

the reference period tillage scenario produces about 25% more soil erosion compared to 

solely implementing continuous corn): 
 

SER =1.248 ⋅ SEmx   [6]  

Using the Equation [6] to replace SEmx in Equation [5], we can evaluate the new soil 

erosion rate, SEN under various conditions different from the reference period: 

 SEN = T1
Aa1
Aa

+T2
Aa2
Aa

+T3
Aa3
Aa

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
0.801⋅ SER  

[7]  

3.3. Sediment delivery reduction from AFMO, WCMO, and BFMO 

After calculating the mean annual soil erosion rate from implementing TLMO at each 

SEDSB [7], the next step is to calculate the effects of management options on reducing 

delivery of field-eroded sediment (Figure 4). Three on-field MOs are defined for this 

purpose: agricultural field management options (AFMO) for which grassed waterways 

serve as a typical example, water conservation management options (WCMO), which can 

store sediment as well as water, and buffer strip management options (BFMO), which can 
																																																								
1	This	is	a	strong	assumption	because	in	fact	less	erosive	tillage	practices	might	be	more	attractive	in	
more	erosive	areas.	
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trap and store sediment in buffer areas along the waterways. For each MO, reduction in 

sediment delivery is accomplished by reducing SDRf in [1] by an efficiency E, defined 

for each MO or combination of MOs. The model output depends on MO effectiveness 

and cost inputs, and these inputs can be changed to represent different specific 

management alternatives (see MOSM user manual). 

 

Figure 4: This figure shows the part of Figure 2 containing the on-field management options (MOs), including 
tillage MO (TLMO), agricultural field MO (AFMO), water conservation MO (WCMO), and buffer strip MO 
(BFMO).  

In general, BFMO operates in different areas than AFMO and WCMO; BFMO acts to 

trap sediment eroded from areas proximal to streams, whereas AFMO and WCMO 

generally act to trap sediment derived higher in the SEDSB, further from streams. To 

accommodate this distinction, we divide the area, A of the SEDSB into two parts: A = Ap 

+ Af, where Ap is the portion of SEDSB area that is proximal to the stream network and Af 

is the remaining SEDSB area further from waterways. Different field sediment delivery 

ratios on these parts are defined: SDRfp and SDRff for the proximal and far field locations, 
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respectively. Operationally, we define Ap as the area within 100 m of the stream network 

and Af as the balance of the SEDSB area. This distinction is important because the 

Topofilter analysis shows that the field sediment delivery ratio is much larger closer to 

waterways than it is further away. With partitioned sediment inputs from Ap and Af, 

sediment input from field to stream for the reference period (SIFR) can be expressed: 

(1− Eg )
AgR
A

+ (1− Eg )(1− Ew )
AgwR
A

+ (1− Ew )
AwR
A

+

Af − (AgR + AgwR + AwR )( )
A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

SDRf f +

(1− Eb)
AbR
A

+
Ap − AbR
A

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟SDRf p

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SER = SIFR  

[8]  

where Eg, Ew, Eb are efficiencies for AFMO, WCMO, and BFMO, and AgR, AwR, and AbR 

are the contributing areas to AFMO, WCMO, and BFMO in the reference period, 

respectively. The	reference	period	management	areas	are	not	well	defined;	however,	

given	the	estimates	of	the	total	soil	loss	on	field	and	sediment	loading	observed	at	

the	gages,	Topofilter	simulates	sediment	delivery	ratio	(SDR)	during	the	reference	

period,	which	is	affected	by	the	existing,	if	anay,	management	options	(MOs).	The	

contributing	areas	in	[8]	refer	to	the	undefined	extents	of	existing	MOs	during	the	

reference	period. The following derivation of the SDR formulation replaces the 

reference management extents with addition areas of management.  

AgwR accounts for overlapped contributing area of AgR and AwR under the assumption 

that combined effectiveness is less than the sum of individual effects. Equation [8] may 

be rearranged and simplified: 
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Af − EgAgR − (Eg + Ew − EgEw )AgwR − EwAwR( )SDRf f + Ap − EbAbR( )SDRf p
A

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
SER = SIFR  

[9]  

The quantity in the square brackets of [8] and [9] is the area-weighted, or lumped 

field sediment delivery ratio for the reference period, SDRfR. That is, it is the delivery 

ratio calculated based on the watershed-scale topographic analysis linking SER to 

sediment loading observed over the reference period at the stream gages. 

For future conditions, using subscript N, we rewrite Equation [8]: 

(1− Eg )
AgR + AgN

A
+ (1− Eg )(1− Ew )

AgwR + AgwN
A

+ (1− Ew )
AwR + AwN

A
+

Af − (AgR + AgN + AwR + AwN )( )
A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

SDRf f +

(1− Eb)
AbR + AbN

A
+
Ap − (AbR + AbN )( )

A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟SDRf p

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

SEN = SIFN  

[10]  

where SEN refers to the calculation in [7], and AgN, AwN, and AbN are additional 

contributing areas (while we don’t know the areas allocated to these MOs during the 

reference period in [8], we know the sediment loading so we attribute MO extent inputs 

in MOSM as additional areas to the reference condition) to AFMO, WCMO, and BFMO, 

respectively, relative to the reference period. AgwN is the contributing area in overlap 

between AgN and AwN (see Section 3.4). The term in the bracket of [10] is SDRfN, area-

weighted field sediment delivery ratio for the future conditions of MO implementation 

simulated in MOSM: 
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SDRfN =

(1− Eg )
AgR + AgN

A
+ (1− Eg )(1− Ew )

AgwR + AgwN
A

+ (1− Ew )
AwR + AwN

A
+

Af − (AgR + AgN + AwR + AwN )( )
A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

SDRf f +

(1− Eb)
AbR + AbN

A
+
Ap − (AbR + AbN )( )

A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟SDRf p

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

[11]  

A relation is needed to define this SDRfN in terms of sediment delivery ratio during 

reference period, SDRfR (SDRf with unknown management extent during the reference 

period in the bracketed term in [8]), so SDRfN is further decomposed and expressed in 

terms of SDRfR: 

SDRfN =

(1− Eg )
AgR + AgN

A
+ (1− Eg )(1− Ew )

AgwR + AgwN
A

+ (1− Ew )
AwR + AwN

A
+

Af − (AgR + AgN + AgwR + AgwN + AwR + AwN )( )
A

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

SDRf f +

(1− Eb)
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⎢
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⎥
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[12]  

After calculating sediment erosion as a result of TLMO implementation (SEN) using 

[7], sediment delivery rate from field to stream as a result of implementing AFMO, 

WCMO, and BFMO (SDRfN) is calculated using [12]. Sediment loading from field to 
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stream with on-field MO implementation plan, inputted in MOSM (see MOSM user 

manual), is:  

!!!" = (!!!)(!"!"!)   [13]  

3.4. Contributing areas of BFMO, AFMO, and WCMO 

Each MO affects the sediment loading from its contributing area. Considering a 

BFMO for an individual BFMO site k with contributing area, !!!!is calculated assuming 

that it intercepts sediment traveling with runoff from an adjacent parallel area within 

some uniform sheet flow length. BFMO’s contributing area from all selected sites in each 

SEDSB is the sum of individual contributing areas of sites, !!!!, k∈K. 

!!" = !!!!
!∈!

= !!! ! + !!!
!∈!

 [14]  

where !!! and !!!are the length and width of a BFMO site k. BFMO site length is 

determined from the spatial analysis (Appendix A.2.3), and the width of individual site k 

is determined according to the buffer law that states 16.5-foot buffer is required for 

public ditches and 50-foot buffer is required for public waters (MNDNR, 2017)4. U is the 

assumed uniform sheet flow length of the surrounding area, and its default value is set at 

100m, so for example, if a BFMO site is 1,000 meters long, then its drainage area would 

be 100,000 m2 plus the surface area of the BFMO. 

Meanwhile, AFMO, such as grassed waterways, would intercept and store sediment 

inflow from its upstream contributing area (Fiener and Auerswald, 2003) further upland  

of SEDSB, not within 100m radius of waterways. AgN is calculated using the mean flow 

accumulation values over the AFMO sites with a 3-m DEM (i.e., the upstream 
																																																								
4	The	widths	of	BFMO	can	be	changed	from	the	default	values	defined	the	buffer	law	in	MOSM	(see 
MOSM user manual)	
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contributing area is the flow accumulation value multiplied by the raster cell area, in this 

case 9m2). Flow accumulation of a cell indicates the number of upstream cells that flow 

into that cell according to the surface topography defined by the DEM (Jenson and 

Dominque, 1988). Upstream contributing area generally increases with the length of 

individual AFMO sites while there are AFMO sites with wide range of drainage area 

given the same extent, as the flow accumulation is influenced by the cell location (Figure 

5  shows the length of individual AFMO sites and corresponding drainage area). Within 

each SEDSB, multiple individual AFMO sites (!!"#!  for k∈K) may be selected, in which 

case the contributing area, not affected by WCMO’s drainage area, (!!"! ) is the sum of 

individual contributing areas:  

!!"!  = !!"#!

!∈!
 [15]  
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Figure 5: Contributing area of individual AFMO site is estimated using flow accumulation values of 3-m DEM 
(product of flow accumulation and area of a raster cell), and varies with length and location of the sites. The 
AFMO sites in the entire Le Sueur River Basin are shown in this figure. They are identified using spatial 
analysis described in Appendix 6.A. 

It is assumed that when only a few WCMO sites are selected, the collective 

contributing area is close to the sum of individual sites’ contributing areas (i.e., their 

contributing areas do not overlap). Individual WCMO’s contributing area can be 

calculated using a linear function fitted to surface area versus contributing area 

determined from a flow accumulation analysis (Mitchell, 2015). 

However, as more WCMO sites are selected, their contributing areas begin to overlap 

one another because one WCMO is increasingly likely to be upstream from another. 

Thus, the contributing area of multiple selected WCMO sites, unaffected by AFMO’s 

drainage area, (!!"! ) is approximated using an exponential function with an upper bound 

equal to the total available area in further upland of SEDSB, not within 100m of 
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waterways reserved for BFMO (AbN) (!! = ! − !!" − !!,!"# where !!,!!" is the user 

inputted minimum area not affected by any management options5) 

!!"! = !! 1− exp −! !!!!
!!!

 
 [16]  

!!!is the surface area of an individual WCMO (see Appendix A for the procedure used 

to determine individual WCMO sites in each SEDSB). The calibration parameter c is 

determined such that the slope of the exponential function when only a few WCMO sites 

are considered matches the linear relation Mitchell (2015) proposes for each individual 

WCMO site’s contributing area. 

When both AFMO and WCMO sites are selected, their respective contributing areas 

(!!"!  and !!"! ) may overlap (AgwN). We generalize this relation assuming site dependency 

of these management options, and account for minimum area not affected by MOs: 

!!"# = !!" ∙!"# !!!" ,!!!" + 1 − !!" ∙!"# 0, (!!!" + !!!") −

! − !!" − !!,!"#    

[17]  

where Pgw determines the degree of overlap between Ao
gN and Ao

wN. Pgw is a user input 

dictating the relative locations of AFMO and WCMO and the degree to which their 

contributing areas would overlap (Figure 6 shows an example where WCMO has larger 

contributing area than AFMO over the SEDSB, but the opposite case also applies). For 

example, if Pgw is 0.5, then the larger contributing area of AFMO or WCMO subsumes 

half of the smaller contributing area of AFMO or WCMO. The complementary 

proportion, (1- Pgw) is applied only if Ao
gN + Ao

wN does not exceed the available area of 

the watershed to prevent unrealistically large contributing areas relative to the total 

																																																								
5	The input parameter, !!,!"#, allows the user some flexibility to simulate the impact of areas in the 
subbasin that will remain outside of any contributing areas of MOs, no matter the extent of implementation	
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available area of any given SEDSB. Given the calculated overlapping area, the areal 

extents of AFMO and WCMO used to calculate SDRfN in the Equation [12] are, 

respectively: 

!!" = !!!" − !!"#   [18]  

!!" = !!!" − !!"#  [19]  

 

Figure 6: An illustration of application of Equation [6.18] for the case in which the contributing area of AFMO 
is smaller than WCMO (the equation works for the opposite case too) to approximate the overlapping 
contributing areas of the AFMO and WCMO with different overlapping factor, Pgw 

3.5. Sediment loading reduction from RAMO 

Ravines are one of the most prolific sediment sources in the watershed per unit area, 

but the total extent of ravines is small relative to bluffs and their sediment contribution to 

the overall sediment budget is smaller than that of bluffs (Gran et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015). 

Ravines erode through incision and enlargement driven by concentrated flow that is often 

augmented by discharge from the outlets of field drainage tile or ditch systems (Ibid.).  

Ravine management is difficult.  One of the most common ravine stabilization 

techniques involves slowing or stopping the extension of ravine tips into farmland using 

berms and ponds to capture field runoff (Tran, 2015). Sediment reduction in MOSM is 

represented by ravine tip stabilization. There are 106 mapped ravines in the LSRB and 
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307 across the entire GBERB. Each ravine has between 1 and 39 tips (tips refer to steep, 

near vertical headcuts), depending on the extent and location of the ravines (see 

Appendix A.2.6). An estimated sediment loading rate per unit area of the ravine (0.002 

Mg/m2-yr) (Gran et al., 2011) is used to calculate the total annual loading rate from each 

mapped ravine. For each mapped ravine, sediment-loading rate per tip is calculated by 

dividing the ravine’s loading rate by its number of tips. The fraction of sediment loading 

not associated with tip extension (i.e., sediment sourced from outside of ravine) is 

represented by the input parameter, (1-Fr). The ravine load affected by RAMO is 

calculated using the following equation for each SEDSB: 

!!! = !!(!! − !!)!∈!! + !! ∙ !! 1− !! !! + !! ∙ (1− !!)!!  [20]  

where  

!!! = Sediment input from the total number of ravines (Nr) in a SEDSB to stream 

[Mg/yr] 

!! = Ravine loading rate per tip  [Mg/tip-yr] for ravine k∈Nr  

!! = Total number of tips in ravine k=1, …, Nr  

!! = Number of tips selected for RAMO implementation for ravine k  

!! =Effectiveness of RAMO  

!! = 0.8, a proportion of sediment generated within Ravine addressed by RAMO  

Sediment delivery from ravines in individual SEDSBs to the watershed outlet is 

calculated by multiplying SIR in Equation [20] by SDRs (Figure 6).  
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Figure 7: RAMO and NCMO reduce sediment inputs to stream directly. This figure illustrates sediment inputs 
from ravines and bluffs and evaluation of RAMO and NCMO with the sediment reduction formulation at 
individual MO described in detail in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.6. Sediment loading reduction from NCMO 

Bluffs are the largest source of sediment in the Le Sueur and Greater Blue Earth 

watersheds (Gran et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015). They are also located close to the watershed 

outlet, such that a larger fraction of the supply is delivered to the outlet, compared to 

other sources. Reduction of sediment delivery from bluffs can be accomplished in two 

ways. First, attenuation of peak river discharge can reduce soil loss from near channel 

bluffs (Cho and Brauderick, 2017) (see Section 4). Second, directly stabilizing the bluffs 

can reduce soil erosion. Although bluff erosion mechanisms are many and complex, 

continued bluff erosion is ultimately controlled by removal of bluff debris and erosion of 

the bluff toe (Day et al., 2013). If toe erosion is eliminated, bluffs may naturally stabilize 

and re-vegetate, eliminating most future erosion. 

Bluff toe stabilization by near-channel bluff management option (NCMO) is 

represented in MOSM in terms of 1,112 mapped near-channel bluffs in the LSRB (3,449 

Ravine	 Bluffs	

Number of tips in ravine k: rk

SIR = Lk (Rk − rk )+ Lk ⋅F r (1− Er )rk
k∈Nr
∑ + Lk ⋅ (1− F r )rk

NCMO	RAMO	

STREAM	

Bluff selection: Bk  among Nb  bluffs available

SIB = Lk (1− Bk )+ Lk (1− Eb)Bk
k∈Nb
∑

Sum	SL	from	each	MO	type	Mg/yr	

Sediment	Erosion	from	
ravines	in	SEDSB	[Mg/yr]	

Sediment	Erosion	from	
bluffs	in	SEDSB	[Mg/yr]	

Streambanks	
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mapped bluffs in the GBERB) as candidate sites, with loads calculated in the sediment 

budget (Gran et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015). Individual sites are assigned to individual 

SEDSBs (Appendix A.2.7). Sediment input reduction from NCMO is calculated directly 

for each mapped bluff in a SEDSB: 

!!! = !! 1− !! + !! 1− !! !!!∈!!   [21]  

where  

!!! = Sediment input from the set of bluffs Nb in a SEDSB [Mg/yr] 

!! = Bluff loading rate [Mg/yr] for bluffs k∈Nb  

!! = 1 if bluff k is selected for NCMO, and 0 otherwise 

!! =Effectiveness of NCMO  

Sediment delivery from bluffs in individual SEDSBs to the watershed outlet is 

calculated by multiplying SIB in Equation [21] by SDRs (Figure 6). 

If a WCMO or ICMO are also implemented upstream (Section 4), SIB in Equation 

[21], would be adjusted downwards by the effectiveness of peak flow attenuation. The 

combined effectiveness of direct intervention of bluffs and water conservation is less than 

the sum of individual effects.  

4. Water routing module 

In the previous section, we described how the field and near-channel management 

options affect sediment loading and delivery. In this section, we describe how water 

storage management options such as water conservation on field and in-channel (WCMO 

and ICMO) affect the peak river discharge and sediment loading from streambanks and 

bluffs. In Section 4.1 we describe the input data for water routing module; in Section 4.2, 

we describe water storage at each SEDSB and river routing through SEDSBs across the 
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watershed; and in Section 4.3, we describe how we estimate sediment loading reduction 

from peak flow attenuation. 

4.1. Database: SWAT water yield data 

Water storage in the uplands can attenuate peak flow and consequently reduce 

sediment loading from near channel sources (NCS). MOSM utilizes the daily water yield 

data, simulated using climatic and soil data, in calibrated SWAT models (1/1/1985 to 

12/31/2009 for the MOSM-LSRB with 30 hydro-subbasins (HYDSBs) and 1/1/2002 to 

7/31/2014 for the MOSM-GBERB with 111 HYDSBs) (developed by Kumarasamy and 

Belmont, 2014). The water yield represents the net amount of water that leaves a hydro-

subbasin (HYDSB).  

4.2. Water storage and river routing algorithms 

The water routing algorithm simulates the changes in the time and magnitude of peak 

river discharge as a result of implementing water conservation managements. In this 

section, we describe the level pool routing method to estimate the effects of water storage 

on water yield, and the Muskingum-Cunge method to route the water yield downstream. 

6.4.2.1. Storage-outflow calculation: Level pool routing 

Level pool routing is a method for calculating the outflow hydrograph from a water 

storage structure with horizontal water surface given the inflow hydrograph (i.e., 

SWAT’s water yield data) and storage outflow characteristics (i.e., WCMO and ICMO’s 

storage capacity and spillway design) (Chow et al., 1988).  

To model the effects of water storage at each HYDSB, we made a few simplifying 

assumptions. First, we assume a cylindrical shape for the WCMOs with user-specified 

depth and outflow structure dimensions (the surface area is calculated from topographic 
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depression extents; see Appendix A); and we assume a rectangular prism shape for the 

ICMOs with user-specified weir dimensions. Second, a water routing algorithm is applied 

to lumped storage for each HYDSB. This lumped calculation involves using the average 

WCMO and ICMO dimensions, including mean surface area (!!!) and depth (!! ), to 

represent all implemented MO sites in a HYDSB j. We calculate the inflow hydrographs, 

storages, and outflow hydrographs for the average WCMO and ICMO dimensions, and 

then we multiply the simulated outflow of the average structures by the number of 

selected sites (Figure 7). Third, water storage simulation is done in series: we first 

calculate the inflow (total water yield from HYDSB), storage, and outflow from WCMO, 

then calculate the inflow, storage, and outflow from ICMO as they are usually 

downstream from sites where WCMOs would be implemented. Lastly, the inflow 

hydrograph is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the HYDSB; hence, the inflow to 

the water storage structure consists of the water yield occurring in its drainage area, 

calculated with the proportion of the structure’s drainage area over the total area of the 

HYDSB.  
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Figure 8: In this schematic example, three WCMO sites with areas, A1, A2, and A3 are implemented in HYDSB 
j. The model is lumped at HYDSB level, thus, to use the level pool routing method to estimate the outflow 
hydrograph of HYDSB j, the model takes the average area (Asbar) of the selected WCMOs to calculate the 
inflow from its drainage area, storage, and outflow. The outflow from average structure is multiplied by the 
number of WCMOs. 

Drainage areas of individual water retention sites are estimated from their flow 

accumulation values from a 9-m DEM, sampled at the farthest downstream outlet of each 

site (Mitchell, 2015). It is determined that the drainage area of a water retention site is 

approximately 9 times its surface area and this simple linear relationship is applied in this 

module to estimate the drainage area of the average WCMO and ICMO in each HYDSB6.  

 The outflow from a water storage structure depends on its effective length of crest 

(L) and the total head over the crest (h). We use the spillway discharge equation to 

calculate the outflow: ! = !"ℎ!/! (Chow et al., 1988) where C is a variable coefficient 

of discharge that can be specified for different outflow structures. Effective length, L will 

depend on the storage structure’s spillway design. We assigned an input parameter in 

MOSM, α that determines the fraction of the WCMO’s circumference where water would 

																																																								
6	The	default	coefficient	of	9	can	be	changed	in	MOSM	(see	MOSM	user	manual).		

!̅!! =
[!! + !! + !!]

3 	
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spill out7. For ICMO, the outflow depends on the user-specified design weir width (WW) 

over which water would flow out during significant flow events. During low to moderate 

flow days; the water flows out through the notch (smaller opening in the weir illustrated 

in Figure 8). Notch design can be specified in MOSM including the design notch width 

(NW) and notch height (NH) from the bottom of the ditch.  

 

Figure 9: ICMO design specification in MOSM includes design weir width and storage depth, and notch design 
elements that allow discharge during low flow events. 

At each HYDSB j, water storage  (!!,!)  during the current time step (hour t) is 

calculated based on storage, inflow, and outflow from the previous time step 

(!!!!,! , !!!!,! , and !!!!,!, respectively). The initial water storage is assumed to be zero at 

t=0. Water loss from seepage and evaporation over the surface area of the storage 

structure in HYDSB j (!!!) is allowed, given the input hydraulic conductivity (K) and 

evaporation rate (ET), which for simplicity we assume is the same for all t and all j.8  

																																																								
7	The	default	value	is	of	α is 0.5, indicating that water flows over half of the WCMO’s circumference.	
8	Future	research	could	differentiated	these	values	by	season	and	soil	type.	
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!!,! = !!!!,! + !!!!,! − !!!!,! − !!!(! + !") ∆! [22]  

The total head of water in current time step (!!,!) is calculated based on the volume 

of water to be stored in the current time step (!!,!) and mean surface area (!!!) of WCMO 

and/or ICMO of SEDSB j. If the total head of water is greater than the depth of the 

storage structure (i.e., !!,! > !!), outflow for the current time step (!!,!) is calculated 

using the spillway discharge equation, !!,! = ! ∙ !! ∙ (!!,! − !!)!/! where !! is the 

average length of crest calculated based !!! for HYDSB j and input value α determining 

the effective crest length over the circumference of WCMO as described above. This 

calculation is iterated at a daily time step. 

6.4.2.2. Hydrologic river routing: Muskingum-Cunge method  

After calculating the water yield from each HYDSB with WCMO and/or ICMO 

implementation, water is routed downstream. A lumped hydrologic routing method is 

used to route water through the river network to the watershed outlet. The Muskingum-

Cunge (Mg-Cg) method is used to estimate the routing parameters in Figure 9 (Chow et 

al., 1988). K expresses the travel time of a flood wave through the length of reach (∆!) in 

a HYDSB; the travel time is assumed to be constant irrespective of flow. X is a weighting 

factor ranging [0, 0.5] where X=0 indicates reservoir-type storage with no wedge and no 

backwater, and X=0.5 indicates full wedge storage: 

! = ∆!
!!
= ∆!

!"
!"

  [23]  

! = !
! 1− !

!!!!!∆!
  [24]  
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Figure 10: prismatic channel with wedge storage analogous to the Mg-Cg method with model parameters 
described in [6.26] through [6.34] (figure adopted from Chow et al., (1988)).  

To express the celerity (!!) in [25], as a part of the flood wave travel time calculation 

in [23] and the weighting factor (X) in [24] in terms of quantifiable hydraulic geometric 

measures of the river system, we substitute the expression for river discharge (Q) with 

Manning’s formula [S.I.] [26], given the hydraulic geometry inputs (n= Manning’s n; A= 

cross section area; h= depth of water; P= wetted perimeter; So= slope of the channel; 

B=channel width) at each HYDSB.  These parameters are sampled and extrapolated from 

the surveyed river cross sections of the Maple and Le Sueur Rivers (Belmont, 2011). 

Equation [27] expresses the unit river discharge in terms of hydraulic geometry of the 

channels: 

!! = !"
!" =

!
!" !   [25]  

! = !!
!
!

! !!
!
! = !!

!
!

!!
!
!
!
!
!  !ℎ!"! ! = !

!  
[26]  
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!
!" ! = 5

3
!!
!
!

!!
!
!
!
!
! ≈ 5

3
!!
!
!ℎ

!
!

! for a wide channel 
[27]  

Substituting !! and Q in [23] and [24], we have the flood wave travel time and 

storage type expressed in terms of hydraulic geometry at each HYDSB: 

! = ∆!
!!
= ∆!

!
!

!!
!
!!

!
!

!

  [28]  

! = !
! (1−

!
!
!

!!
!
!!!!!!

!
!∆!
)   

[29]  

The outflow in a single time-step forward, !!!!,! for HYDSB j is then expressed in terms 

of the outflow from the previous time step (!!,!), inflow from upstream HYDSBs and 

water yield and storage outflow from HYDSB j from the previous time step (!!,!) and 

current time step (!!!!,!): 

!!!!,! = !!,!!!!!,! + !,!!!!,! + !!,!!!,!  [30]  

with the Muskingum coefficients, C1,j, C2,j, and C3,j that are calculated using the terms in 

[28] and [29] for time step, ∆! at individual HYDSB j (Chow et al., 1988): 

!!,! =
∆!!!!!!!!

!!! !!!! !∆!!
  [31]  

!!,! =
∆!!!!!!!!

!!! !!!! !∆!!
  [32]  

!!,! =
!!! !!!! !∆!!
!!! !!!! !∆!!

  [33]  

6.4.2.3. Water routing map by HYDSB 

Water yield from each HYDSB is routed to its downstream HYDSB using the Mg-Cg 

method, and is applied to successive stream reaches until reaching the watershed outlet. 
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For instance, along the Maple River before the confluence with the Le Sueur River, there 

are nine HYDSBs (Figure 11). The model begins water routing from the headwater 

HYDSBs (e.g., HYDSB 30, 29, 28, and 23 in Figure 11), and the downstream HYDSBs 

(e.g., HYDSB 25) collect inflow from all upstream HYDSBs (e.g., HYDSBs 30 and 28), 

subsequently routing the water all the way to the watershed outlet (e.g., HYDSB 2).  

 

Figure 11: Water routing along the Maple River HYDSB before the confluence with the Le Sueur River in 
HYDSB 3 

As an example of the above procedure, when 7,871 acres of WCMO is implemented 

in zone 1 of Maple (Figure 2), the model simulates the peak flow attenuation at the lower 

gage location below the incised zone (HYDSB 19 in Figure 11). Figure 12 shows the 

daily flow from 3/3/2008 to 7/30/2008 with (blue points) and without (orange points) 

WCMO implementation, along with threshold river discharge (Qt (cms) in red dotted 

line).  With 7,871 acres of WCMO sites implemented (about 50% of all available 

candidate sites in the Maple Watershed), flow above the threshold river discharge has 

been reduced by 42% throughout the whole simulation period. 
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Figure 12: Daily river flow at the outlet of HYDSB 19 at the Lower Maple (LM) gage location when no WCMO 
is implemented (orange points) and with WCMO implemented (blue points) with threshold river discharge (red 
dotted line) from 3/3/2008 to 7/1/2008 

4.3. Sediment loading reduction from peak flow reduction 

The water routing algorithm simulates daily flow at each HYDSB  from water 

conservation actions (WCMO and ICMO) using the level-pool routing for water storage 

MOs within each HYDSB (see Step 1 in Figure 13). The outflows from all HYDSBs are 

routed downstream using the Mg-Cg method through the river network to obtain the 

hydrographs in the incised zone (see Step 2 in Figure 13). The model applies the near 

channel sediment supply (NCSS) model for the flows above the threshold river discharge 

(Qt) to calculate the sediment loading reduction in the incised zone9. We calculate the 

																																																								
9	NCSS	model	shown	in	upper	right	corner	of	Figure	12:	! = 0.5!!.!	for	MOSM-LSRB	and	! =
0.6!!.!for	MOSM-GBERB	where	the	independent	variable	x	indicate	simulated	peak	river	discharge	
greater	than	the	threshold	river	discharge,	Qt	at	1mm/day,	and	y	indicates	the	near-channel	sediment	
supply.	
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percent sediment loading reduction in the incised zone with WCMO and ICMO 

implementation across the watershed, compared to the reference period. This percent 

reduction is applied to all streambanks and bluffs, including the ones outside of the 

incised zone to estimate the overall effects on sediment loading from water storage 

(Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13: A schematic describing evaluation of water conservation management on peak flow reduction and 
consequent reduction in annual sediment loading from NCSs. Step1 illustrates the simulation of water yield 
affected by WCMO or ICMO using storage-outflow procedure. Step2 is water routing from HYDSB to 
downstream to simulate daily discharge at the lower gage location in each rivers of the subwatersheds. Step3 
indicates application of SLNCS model to estimate reduction in near-channel sediment supply. Step4 is calculation 
of mean annual sediment loading reduction aggregated daily estimates. 

5. Management option allocation module 

MOSM is designed to predict changes in sediment loading as a function of type, 

extent, and location of management option (MO) implementation. MO implementation 

module depends on the user inputs and the MO database. The MO database defines the 
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total available MO extents in the 1) watershed’s geomorphic zones for MO allocation, 2) 

HYDSBs for water routing, and 3) SEDSBs for sediment loading calculations. 

The model user specifies the MO type, location, and extent for implementation in 

each zone (incised, transitional, and upland) of the subwatersheds (Le Sueur, Cobb, and 

Maple in MOSM-LSRB, and Le Sueur, Cobb, Maple, Blue Earth, and Watonwan in 

MOSM-GBERB ). The user can also specify individual site selection criteria, defined 

using various geographic and spatial data (see Appendix A):  

• AFMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s upstream 

drainage area, soil type (hydric soil), or proximity to streams 

• BFMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s upstream 

drainage area, location (zone), or stream type. 

• WCMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s crop 

productivity index (CPI), topography, soil type, or proximity to exiting 

wetlands or conservation reserve program sites. 

• ICMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s extent, distance 

to HYDSB outlet, or location (zone). 

• RAMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s sediment 

loading rate or ravine evolution stage. 

• NCMOs may be prioritized for selection based on each site’s dimension (bluff 

height), or sediment loading rate.  

The MO allocation algorithm uses greedy adding heuristics (Cohon, 2004) to 

prioritize candidate site selection by sorting the individual MO sites according to the 

user-specified selection criteria. Then, the model adds up the candidate sites discretely 
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starting from the highest priority site until the cumulative total extent reaches the user-

specified extent for implementation in each zone of the subwatersheds. After the 

allocation is completed, the model calculates the total extent of allocated MOs in each 

HYDSB and SEDSB to execute the water routing module (Section 4) and the sediment 

loading and delivery module (Section 3). 

6. Annual MO implementation cost 

MOSM calculates the annualized cost (!!"") of implementing each MO, which is 

defined as the uniform end-of-year payment over the lifetime that would have the same 

present worth as the actual time series of cash expenditures. These expenditures include 

installation and maintenance costs over the lifetime of each MO, as well as opportunity 

costs (foregone net revenues from crops if productivity is lowered or land is taken out of 

production, as measured by the land value) with default interest rate (i) of 5%: 

!!"" =
!!"#$ + !!"#$

1+ !
1+ ! ! ∙ !
1+ ! ! − 1 + !!"#" ∗ ! 

[34]  

where !!"#$ ,!!"#$ , and !!"#" are installation, land acquisition, and annual maintenance 

costs per extent for each MO. MOs on agricultural fields (AFMO and WCMO 

(agricultural land cost), and BFMO (marginal land cost) are assumed to take land out of 

agricultural production when implemented; thus, the land acquisition cost (!!"#$) is 

included in the annual cost calculation. The default cost of agricultural and marginal land 

is assumed to be $8,297/acre in 2016 based on the farmland values determined from crop 

productivity index (CPI) rating and web soil survey data in the Blue Earth County (“Blue 

Earth County, MN Farmland Prices and Values | AcreValue,” 2016).  
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7. Summary 

MOSM is a reduced-complexity watershed management simulation model with 

modules that provide a framework to simulate sediment loading and delivery, and 

estimate the effects of water storage and peak flow attenuation on near-channel sediment 

supply. MOSM utilizes high-resolution topography to route sediment using sediment 

delivery ratios calculated based on gaging data, soil loss map data, and a watershed 

sediment budget where the model’s estimates of sediment loading are constrained by 

observed data. The model accounts for near-channel sediment supply, which is the 

dominant sediment source in the study watershed, in the overall evaluation of sediment 

loading and delivery. MOSM provides results over a wide range of conditions and inputs, 

and the predictions are consistent with independent observation. The model is accessible 

to a wide range of users because of its relatively simple structure, and allows them to 

evaluate various plausible management strategies in the watershed rapidly as a complete 

model simulation is realized within seconds.   
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Appendix A: MO database development—definitions and quantification of potential 

extent of implementation  

A.1. Introduction 

The Management Option Simulation Model (MOSM) evaluates the sediment 

reduction and cost of various MO scenarios. Modeling the watershed-scale impacts on 

sediment loading and cost from implementing MO scenarios requires information about 

management options (MOs). The goal of the MO database development was to collect 

data on MOs, cost, effectiveness, and potential spatial extent. The process was iterative in 

that data were assembled for a wide array of management options, and this list was then 

reduced based on conversations with stakeholders at the Collaborative for Sediment 

Source Reduction (CSSR) semi-annual meetings.   

For modeling purposes, MOs were sorted into management types based on how they 

physically prevent erosion and/or trap sediment.  The final MO types used in the MOSM 

are defined in Table 2, along with the primary mechanism through which they reduce 

sediment loading. For each of these general MO types, installation costs, maintenance 

costs, and estimated lifespan are noted in Table 3.   
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Table 2: Description of the MO categories used in the MOSM and the primary function in reducing sediment 
loading evaluated by the model 

MO Types Definition 
Location of 
implementation Example MO 

Primary Function in 
Sediment Reduction 

TLMO Tillage MO Field Cover crops Reduce erosion on fields 

AFMO 

Agricultural 
field erosion 
MO Field Grassed waterways 

Trap sediment on fields 
(reduce sediment delivery 
ratio) 

WCMO 
Water control 
MO Field 

Water Retention ponds, 
wetland restoration 

Reduce flow to reduce 
near-channel erosion 
-Trap sediment on fields 

ICMO 
In-channel 
storage MO Channel 

Temporary water 
storage in ditches 

Reduce flow to reduce 
near-channel erosion 

BFMO Buffer MO 
Field near 
channel 

Buffer strips along 
channels  

Trap sediment (reduce 
sediment delivery ratio) 

RAMO Ravine MO Ravines 
Ravine tip stabilization 
to reduce branch growth 

Reduce erosion from 
ravines 

NCMO 
Near-channel 
MO Bluffs 

Bluff stabilization, toe 
protection 

Reduce erosion from 
bluffs 
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Table 3: Installation and annual maintenance (Mntnc) cost summary for MOs 

	
1Miller,	T.P.,	J.R.Peterson,	C.F.	Lenhart,	and	Y.	Nomura.	2012.	The	Agricultural	BMP	Handbook	for	Minnesota.	Minnesota	Department	of	Agriculture.	
2Nelson,	Paul.	July	26,	2016.		Personal	Communication.	
3USDA-NRCS	MN-WI-MI	Regional	Rates	for	Environmental	Quality	Incentive	Program	(EQIP).	2016.	Accessed	at	http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/mn/programs/financial/eqip/	
4Lewandowski,	A.,	Everett,	L.,	Lenhart,	C.,	Terry,	K.,	Origer,	M.,	&	Moore,	R.	(2015).	Fields	to	Streams:	Managing	Water	in	Rural	Landscapes.	Part	Two,	Managing	Sediment	and	Water.	
5Iowa	State	University.	2016	Iowa	Farm	Custom	Rate	Survey.	March	2016.	Accessed	at	https://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/crops/pdf/a3-10.pdf	
6Melchoir,	Marty.	Jan	19,	2014.	Personal	Communication.	
7Center	for	Watershed	Protection	(2004).		Stormwater	Pond	and	Wetland	Maintenance	Guidebook.	Accessed	at	
http://www.stormwatercenter.net/Manual_Builder/Maintenance_Manual/pondwetlandguidebookdraft.pdf	
8Ambrosini,	K.	(2014).	Analysis	Of	Flap	Gate	Design	and	Implementations	for	Water	Delivery	Systems	in	California	and	Nevada.	Accessed	at	
http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1125&context=braesp	
9Uri,	Noel	D.	"An	evaluation	of	the	economic	benefits	and	costs	of	conservation	tillage.”	Environmental	Geology	39.3-4	(2000):	238-248.	

Tillage	Management	Option	(TLMO)	ALLOCATION Install	range Install	assumptions Maintenance	details
Extent	of	all	farm	land	(ac) Install.	($/ac) Mntnc	[$/(ac*yr)] (yr)

Conventional	till	(%) 26 8 1

Reduced	till	(%) 28 11 1

Conservation	till	(%) 14 6 1

Extent	of	all	MOs	(ft) Install.	($/ac) Mntnc	[$/(ac*yr)] Life	Span

Input	extent	(ft) 3,200 64	
7

10

1,900-4500/acre	
3

	2000-3000/acre	
4

35'	width

Mow	2x	per	year.	Inspect/seed	after	heavy	rain.	Control	weeds.	

Control	vermin.	

Extent	of	all	MOs	(ft) Install.	($/ac) Mntnc	[$/(ac*yr)] Life	Span

Input	extent	(ft) 1,000 45	
7

10

500-2000/acre	
4

	750-1150/acre	
3

Mowing	2x	per	year.Remove	sediment	at	upper	end	of	gradient	every	

2	years.

Extent	of	all	MOs	(ac) Install.	($/ac) Mntnc	[$/(ac*yr)] Life	Span

Input	extent	(ac) 3,000 574	
5,7

6000	(ea)	
2

300-5,300/acre
	3

100-150/ln	ft,	12,000-17,000/acre	
4	

Inspect	embankment/ridge	and	repair	if	necessary	after	heavy	rain.	

Control	weeds.	Control	vermin.	Periodically	clean	channel	with	heavy	

equipment.

Extent	of	all	MOs	(ft) Install.	($/ft) Mntnc	[$/(ft*yr)] Life	Span

Input	extent	(ft) 250 1.4	
7

1000-3000	(ea)	for	structure	
3

15,000-20,000	(ea)	for	rate	control	weir	
4

cost	based	on	flap	gate	

structure Grease	gate	annually.	Paint	every	few	years.

number	of	ravine	tips Install.	($/TIP) Mntnc	[$/(tip*yr)] Life	Span

Input	number	of	tips 6,000 35	
7

1,000-11,500	(ea)	
2

571-2,100/ft;	3,750-60,000	(ea)	
1

1,000-21,000	(ea)	
3

Check	for	pipe	blockage

Extent	of	all	MOs	(ft) Install.	($/ft) Mntnc	[$/(ft*yr)] Life	Span

Input	extent	(ft) 200 0.7	
7

11-77/ft	
3

500-1000/ft	
4

26-208/ft	
6

62-226/ft	
2

Inspection,	planting	shrubs

Costs	from	2016	Iowa	

custom	rate	survey	w/	

cost	breakdown
9

Near-Channel	Source	Management	Option	(NCMO)	ALLOCATION

Agricultural	Field	Management	Option	(AFMO)	ALLOCATION

Buffer	Strip	Management	Option	(BFMO)	ALLOCATION

Water	Conservation	Management	Option	(WCMO)	ALLOCATION

In-Channel	Management	Option	(ICMO)	ALLOCATION

Ravine	Management	Option	(RAMO)	ALLOCATION
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A.2.  Spatial analysis to identify candidate MO site extents 

In this section, we describe the spatial analysis methods used to identify and 

characterize MO sites. Geospatial factors considered during identification and 

quantification of candidate MO sites include geographic location, landcover and landuse, 

soil properties, and crop productivity. The geophysical characteristics, such as soil type, 

landuse, distance to waterways and existing conservation sites, also inform the site 

allocation algorithm described in Section 3. A further discussion on the geophysical 

characteristics collected for each type of MO can be found in the appropriate sections 

below.   

Although we strived to develop an accurate spatial analysis method, the goal of this 

analysis is not to identify specific sites for restoration, but to develop a reliable summary 

of the available MO extents across the watershed as a part of the MO database. The MO 

database consists of individual MO extent, its location in the watershed, and the site 

characteristics that will be used in MOSM to allocate MO sites in three geomorphic 

regions of each watershed, and to simulate the effects on the watershed hydrology and 

sediment loading.  

Data used in the spatial analysis 

• 3-m and 30-m Digital Elevation Model (DEM)10 

• National Conservation Easements Database (NCED)11 

• Soil Survey Geographic database (SSURGO)12 

																																																								
10	USGS	The	National	Map	Viewer,	http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/	
11	National	public	conservation	easement	map	layer	is	obtained	from	the	National	Conservation	Easement	Database	(NCED)	
https://s3.amazonaws.com/nced/20130911/NCED_metadata_7_01_2012.htm.	Phase	I	completed	on	July	31,	2011	and	predict	
a	nearly	complete	(>90%)	mapping	of	publicly	held	easement	in	Minnesota.	
12	USDA	web	soil	survey,	http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm		
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• Identification and classification of wetlands and deep-water habitats of the 

Contiguous US (CONUS wet polygons) 13. 

• National land cover database 2011 (NLCD)14 

• National hydrography dataset (NHD) blue lines15 

• University of Minnesota Water Resource Center (WRC) ditch shape file16 

• 2009 and 2010 Aerial photographs17 

A.2.1. TLMO 

A Tillage Management Option (TLMO) acts on the landscape by reducing erosion 

rates on the fields from the average USLE calculation over the 33-year reference period. 

MOSM evaluates the effects of different proportions of these tillage methods on sediment 

erosion associated with typical crop production plans, along with the introduction of 

cover crops in the model. TLMO is applied to all agricultural fields that require tillage for 

crop production. In this section, we describe the spatial analysis method to quantify total 

area where TLMO would be implemented. 

Available TLMO sites are identified as “cultivated crops” in the NLCD data, 

excluding areas in conservation easement as shown in the NCED data or wet polygons in 

the CONUS data.  Approximately 80% of the watershed area is classified as “cultivated 

crops.” Except for small urban areas near the watershed outlets and waterbodies or 

existing conservation sites, most of the watershed area will be subjected TLMO 

implementation (Figure 14). Since the MOSM’s sediment loading calculation operates in 
																																																								
13	U.S.	Fish	and	wildlife	Service	and	National	wetlands	Inventory,	http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/		
14	National	land	cover	product	created	by	Multi-Resolution	Land	Characteristics	(MRLC)	Consortium	obtained	from	
http://www.mrlc.gov/nlcd2011.php		
15	USGS	The	National	Map	Viewer,	http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/viewer/		
16	WRC	ditch	shape	file	received	from	Paul	Davis	of	the	Minnesota	Pollution	Control	Agency	on	June	24,	2013	
17	National	Agriculture	Imagery	Program	(NAIP)	in	support	of	USDA	farm	service	agency	programs,	
http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/chouse/meta.html		
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the spatial scale of SEDSB, total available TLMO site extent within each SEDSB is 

calculated. 

 

 

Figure 14: Le Sueur River Basin with available agricultural area for TLMO implementation (tan polygons) with 
SEDSB boundary (red outlines) 

A.2.2. AFMO 

An Agricultural Field Management Option (AFMO) includes treatments designed to 

trap sediment already eroded from fields (ex., grassed waterways). Ideal sites for AFMO 

would be along surface runoff paths within fields where water carries sedimentderived 
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from an upstream contributing area.  

Sites available for AFMOs were delineated using Stream Power Index (SPI), a 

product of upstream contributing area and site slope using 30-m DEM: 

!"# = ln (! ∗ !"#$)  [A.1]  

where ! is upstream contributing area (flow accumulation) and ! is slope at each raster 

cell of the 30-m DEM. SPI is used to identify surface runoff paths that are more likely to 

scour. For example, grassed waterways can placed along runoff paths on agricultural 

fields with high SPI values to prevent scouring and capture sediment from upstream 

contributing area (Pike et al., 2009).  

According to our aerial photograph analysis, paths with SPI ≥ 7 were identified as 

sites susceptible to water erosion on fields. For example, Figure 15 (site 1) shows an 

example sites where we can identify runoff paths that show indications of scouring 

(indicated with red dotted circles). Runoff paths with SPI  ≥ 11 are often areas of existing 

ditches or channels. For example, in Figure 15 (site 2), the raster cells with SPI ≥ 11 

coincide with streams. Thus, areas with 7 ≥ SPI ≥ 11 were used to identify potential 

AFMO treatment sites18.  

																																																								
18SPI value for some existing ditches can be less than 11. To prevent selecting ditches for candidate AFMO 
site, we used the NHD blue lines and ditch shape files to remove sites identified on existing waterways and 
lakes while only keeping the raster cells identified on  “cultivated crops” land cover areas using the NLCD 
data. 	
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Figure 15: Aerial imageries of randomly selected agricultural areas in the LSRB with raster cells with 
7<=SPI<=11 (green raster cells) and SPI>11 (red raster cells) 

Contiguous raster cells identified using the SPI method are converted to line features 

to identify individual AFMO site. It is assumed that the minimum treatable site length is 

100 meters, so any line features identified as AFMO sites that are shorter than 100 meters 

are eliminated from the candidate sites. Finally, total available extent of AFMO sites in 

each SEDSB is calculated as a part of the MO database to be used in the MOSM’s 

sediment loading module. 

We surveyed the Greater Blue Earth River Basin (GBERB) stakeholders during the 

CSSR meetings to determine different criteria for site selection. According to this survey, 

soil type plays a significant role in deciding whether a site would be selected for an 

AFMO application. Therefore, the SSURGO data are used to characterize each AFMO 

(Site	1)	 (Site	1)	

(Site	2)	 (Site	2)	
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site based on its soil type. This information is a part of the database and used in the MO 

allocation algorithm described in Section 5.  

A.2.3. BFMO 

An additional management option, the Buffer management option (BFMO), was 

added after the January 2016 stakeholder meeting at the request of stakeholders following 

the Minnesota’s state-wide buffer initiative.19  Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources (MNDNR) proposed an official buffer map to accommodate Minnesota’s 

buffer law requiring perennial vegetation buffers up to 50 feet along rivers and streams 

and 16.5 feet along artificial waterways such as ditches20. Unfortunately, at the time 

BFMO was added to MOSM, the official map of affected waterways was not yet 

available, so we identified potential BFMO sites using NHD blue line data. NHD blue 

line data with stream type classifications (FTYPE in Figure 16), were used to identify 

natural streams and rivers and artificial waterways. Natural streams and rivers are given a 

50-foot buffer, and artificial waterways are given a 16.5-foot buffer.  

																																																								
19	Buffer	Program,	http://www.bwsr.state.mn.us/buffers/	
20	Buffer	Mapping	Project,	http://dnr.state.mn.us/buffers/index.html	
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Figure 16 NHD data with stream classification where FTYPE attributes (stream and rivers shown in blue lines, 
and artificial streams and ditches are shown in other colors) are used to determine the buffer width.  

A.2.4. WCMO 

Water Conservation Management Option (WCMO) broadly refers to any wetland 

restoration or temporary water storage basin implemented in field areas, not in a ditch or 

channel. WCMOs can store water in the uplands and attenuate peak river discharge in 

order to reduce sediment loading from near-channel sources in the incised zone of the 

watershed. In addition, WCMOs can trap sediment from upstream contributing areas in 

the field. This is a part of an effort to reverse the changes made in the watershed that have 
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contributed to changes in the watershed hydrology. WCMOs can be placed in areas 

where wetlands were removed, characterized by natural depressions in the landscape, or 

on sites with low permeability soils (Hammer, 1992).  

WCMO sites are identified as topographic depressions on a 3-m DEM (filled DEM 

minus raw DEM).  Only topographic depressions with high topographic index (TI) values 

were used. TI is a steady state wetness index, which indicates areas of contour 

convergence and low slope angle likely to saturate with runoff (Beven, 2001): 

!" = ln !
!"#$   [A.2]  

where ! is the upstream contributing area (flow accumulation) and ! is slope at each 

raster cell. The sites identified on urban areas, existing wetlands, or existing conservation 

easement areas were eliminated using the NLCD, CONUS wet polygon, and NCED data. 

Stakeholder survey during stakeholder meetings revealed that any WCMO sites smaller 

than 3000m2 would interfere with everyday farm operations. Accordingly, the final 

compilation of WCMO database is filtered by its surface area (Figure 17). Finally, total 

available extent of WCMO sites in each SEDSB is calculated to be utilized in the 

sediment loading algorithm, and total available extent in each HYDSB is calculated to be 

utilized in the hydrologic routing algorithm. 
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Figure 17: Candidate WCMO sites are shown in green polygons over the LSRB  

A.2.5. ICMO 

In-Channel Management Option (ICMO) refers to water storage built in existing 

ditches with outflow control structures. This option is added in response to stakeholders’ 

request following a number of ditch restoration projects in the watershed in an effort to 

attenuate flooding. Candidate sites for ICMOs include all mapped ditches in the 

watershed. Specifically, we classified the “public open ditch” lines from the WRC ditch 

shape files (shown in blue lines in Figure 18) as candidate ICMO sites. Total available 
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extent of ICMO sites in each HYDSB is calculated, and is utilized in the hydrologic 

routing algorithm. 

 
Figure 18: Open ditch lines extracted from WRC ditch shape file  

A.2.6. RAMO 

The Ravine management option (RAMO) is modeled as an effort to stabilize ravine 

tips, preventing ravine growth. Examples include berms or water and soil conservation 

basins (WASCOBs) placed around ravine tips. Candidate RAMO sites are identified 

using the ravine map developed for the LSRB and GBERB sediment budgets (Gran et al., 

2011; Bevis, 2015) (Figure 19). All ravines were mapped by hand from LiDAR data, 

noting the sharp slope break between the low-gradient uplands and the steep ravine walls 

(Ibid.). All mapped ravines are identified as candidate RAMO sites. The map of ravines 
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includes the area of each individual ravine and its number of tips. The MOSM selects tips 

of individual selected ravines for RAMO implementation. The map of ravines also 

includes individual ravine’s growth stage, indicated by the “evolution stage” in Figure 19. 

Evolution stage is a classification of ravines where 0=ravine empties into the main 

channel, 1=ravine ends on a terrace/abandoned channel, 2=ravine has an alluvial fan, and 

3=ravine captured by another ravine (I. Treat and K. Gran 2016, personal 

communication, February 18, 2016). This classification is used in the MO allocation 

algorithm as site selection criteria input in the MOSM.  

A.2.7. NCMO 

Near channel management option (NCMO) specifically refers to actions that directly 

stabilize bluffs along the rivers. For the sediment budget, Gran et al. (2011) mapped all 

bluffs adjacent to rivers and quantified the annual sediment loading rate using aerial 

photographs from two different time periods (Figure 20). The bluff map also includes 

individual bluff surface area and height that are used as selection criteria in the MO 

allocation algorithm.    
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Figure 19: Ravines in the LSRB with evolution class (evolclass) indicated. 
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Figure 20: Mapped bluffs and the sediment loading class.  
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Appendix B: MOSM subroutines 

The MOSM subroutines consist of 1) MO allocation, 2) water routing, and 3) sediment 

loading with an input database for each subroutine (Figure 21).  The subroutines are 

written in Visual Basics Application (VBA) in Microsoft Excel. We use the MOSM-

LSRB to demonstrate the computational modules’ subroutines in this section. 

 

 

Figure 21: MOSM algorithms and simulation routine with input database. 
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B.1. MO allocation subroutine  

Option Explicit 
 
Sub allocateMO() 
 
Application.StatusBar = "MOSM is running..." 
 
'Application.EnableEvents = False 
'Application.Calculation = xlCalculationManual 
 
'SECTION1: Import MO database 
    'define MO variables and selection criteria 
'SECTION 2: allocation MOs 
    '''TLMO 
    '''AFMO 
    '''BFMO 
    '''WCMO 
    '''ICMO 
    '''RAMO 
    '''NCMO 
'SECTION3: call riverrouting sub and sedloading sub 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'SECTION 1: import MO 
database'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'Define varialbes for MO database 
 
Dim TLMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
'Dim TLMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base 
according to preference of selection 
Dim TLMO_N As Integer 
Dim AFMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
Dim AFMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim AFMO_N As Integer 
Dim BFMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
Dim BFMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim BFMO_N As Integer 
Dim WCMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
Dim WCMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim WCMO_N As Integer 
Dim ICMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
Dim ICMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim ICMO_N As Integer 
Dim RAMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
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Dim RAMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim RAMO_N As Integer 
Dim NCMOdata As Variant 'MOdata table 
Dim NCMOsortcrit As String 'use input to sort the MOdata base according 
to preference of selection 
Dim NCMO_N As Integer 
 
''User input of MO data sort protocol by selection criteria 
'TLMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M5") 
AFMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M23") 
BFMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M37") 
WCMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M51") 
ICMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M65") 
RAMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M79") 
NCMOsortcrit = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M93") 
 
'''''''''''''''TLMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
'If TLMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'choose sites with large soil loss rates 
first 
'    Worksheets("TLMO").Range("A2:AZ4627").Sort _ 
'    key1:=Worksheets("TLMO").Range("P2"), order1:=xlDescending 
'Else 'choose less hydric soil first (rate 1 =hydric...0=not hydric) 
'    Worksheets("TLMO").Range("A2:AZ4627").Sort _ 
'    key1:=Worksheets("TLMO").Range("Z2") 
'End If 
 
TLMO_N = Worksheets("TLMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
TLMOdata = Worksheets("TLMO").Range("B2:AZ4627") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''AFMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("AFMO").Range("A2:AZ2120").Sort _ 
key1:=Worksheets("AFMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If AFMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'choose sites with large upstream drainage 
area 
    Worksheets("AFMO").Range("A2:AZ2120").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("AFMO").Range("P2"), order1:=xlDescending 
ElseIf AFMOsortcrit = "B" Then 'choose sites on hydric soil first 
    Worksheets("AFMO").Range("A2:AZ2120").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("AFMO").Range("AB2"), order1:=xlDescending 
Else 'choose sites that are closer to open ditch first 
    Worksheets("AFMO").Range("A2:AZ2120").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("AFMO").Range("R2") 
End If 
 
AFMO_N = Worksheets("AFMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
AFMOdata = Worksheets("AFMO").Range("B2:AZ2120") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''BFMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("BFMO").Range("A2:AZ518").Sort _ 
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    key1:=Worksheets("BFMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If BFMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'choose sites with large upstream drainage 
area 
    Worksheets("BFMO").Range("A2:AZ518").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("BFMO").Range("T2"), order1:=xlDescending 
ElseIf BFMOsortcrit = "B" Then 'choose zone 1, 2, then 3 
    Worksheets("BFMO").Range("A2:AZ518").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("BFMO").Range("D2") 
Else 'choose by stream type 
    Worksheets("BFMO").Range("A2:AZ518").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("BFMO").Range("Q2"), order1:=xlDescending 
End If 
 
BFMO_N = Worksheets("BFMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
BFMOdata = Worksheets("BFMO").Range("B2:AZ518") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
''''''''''''''WCMO'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("WCMO").Range("A2:AZ7875").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("WCMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If WCMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'CPI/depth (smaller is more desirable) 
    Worksheets("WCMO").Range("A2:AZ7875").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("WCMO").Range("AL2") 
ElseIf WCMOsortcrit = "B" Then 'higher natural depth on hydric soil 
    Worksheets("WCMO").Range("A2:AZ7875").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("WCMO").Range("AD2"), order1:=xlDescending, _ 
    key2:=Worksheets("WCMO").Range("U2"), order2:=xlDescending 
Else 'closer to existing wetlands and CRP sites 
    Worksheets("WCMO").Range("A2:AZ7875").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("WCMO").Range("AJ2") 
End If 
 
WCMO_N = Worksheets("WCMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
WCMOdata = Worksheets("WCMO").Range("B2:AZ7875") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''ICMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("ICMO").Range("A2:AZ538").Sort _ 
key1:=Worksheets("ICMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If ICMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'longest ditch selected first 
    Worksheets("ICMO").Range("A2:AZ538").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("ICMO").Range("O2"), order1:=xlDescending 
ElseIf ICMOsortcrit = "B" Then 'Largest contributing area selected 
first 
    Worksheets("ICMO").Range("A2:AZ538").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("ICMO").Range("P2"), order1:=xlDescending 
Else 'further upstream selected first (zone 1 first) 
    Worksheets("ICMO").Range("A2:AZ538").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("ICMO").Range("D2") 
End If 
 
ICMO_N = Worksheets("ICMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
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ICMOdata = Worksheets("ICMO").Range("B2:AZ538") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''RAMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("RAMO").Range("A2:AZ107").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("RAMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If RAMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'choose sites with larger load/tip 
    Worksheets("RAMO").Range("A2:AZ107").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("RAMO").Range("T2"), order1:=xlDescending 
Else 'choose sites based on evolutionary stage 
    Worksheets("RAMO").Range("A2:AZ107").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("RAMO").Range("R2") 
End If 
 
RAMO_N = Worksheets("RAMO").Range("A1") 'number of ravines 
RAMOdata = Worksheets("RAMO").Range("B2:AZ107") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''NCMO''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("NCMO").Range("A2:AZ1113").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("NCMO").Range("B2") 
'sort the database before defining datavariant 
If NCMOsortcrit = "A" Then 'choose sites with larger surface area 
    Worksheets("NCMO").Range("A2:AZ1113").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("NCMO").Range("R2"), order1:=xlDescending 
Else 'choose sites with larger load_pTex 
    Worksheets("NCMO").Range("A2:AZ1113").Sort _ 
    key1:=Worksheets("NCMO").Range("S2"), order1:=xlDescending 
End If 
 
NCMO_N = Worksheets("NCMO").Range("A1") 'number of MOs 
NCMOdata = Worksheets("NCMO").Range("B2:AZ1113") 'estblished the sorted 
MOdata for allocation 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'ActiveWorkbook.Close savechanges:=False 'close the database 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
 
'''''''''''''''end of importing from 
MOdata'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'* 
'* 
'* 
'* 
'* 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''SECTION 2: allocate 
MOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'''Define variables for allocating MOs 
Dim watershed$, zone$ 
Dim allMOextent As Double 
Dim allMOnum As Integer 
Dim selectedMOextent As Double 'primary MO type (only TLMO has primary 
and secondary MO type) 
Dim selectedMOextent2 As Double 'seconary MO type (conservation till) 
Dim selectedMODA As Double 
 
Dim MOoutput1(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
Dim MOoutput2(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
Dim MOoutput3(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
Dim MOoutput4(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
Dim MOoutput5(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
Dim MOoutput6(1 To 9) As Double 'save and record outputs 
 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer, L As Integer, m As 
Integer, N As Integer, j2 As Integer, k2 As Integer 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
SECTION Allocate 
TLMOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'TLMOdata(j,39)=conventional till allocation 
'TLMOdata(j,40)=reduced till allocation ; (j,50)=1/0 
'TLMOdata(j,41)=conservation till allocation; (j,51)=1/0 
 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B14:J16") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on input table 
     
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(9, i + 1) 
     
'1) while loop to select "reduced till" up to specified extent in 
"Control" board''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    selectedMOextent = 0 
    j = 0 'index for MOs 
    k = 0 'index for selected sites 
     
    Do While selectedMOextent <= Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(12, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= TLMO_N 
        j = j + 1 
        If TLMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + i) 
And TLMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
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            selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + TLMOdata(j, 14) * 
0.000247105 * Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(10, 1 + i) / 100 'add extent 
[ac] up if watershed and zone match 
            'MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 
             
            k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
            TLMOdata(j, 40) = TLMOdata(j, 14) * 
Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(10, 1 + i) / 100 'save the extent reserved 
for reduced till [m2] 
            TLMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator (1)reduced till is selected 
        End If 
    Loop 
     
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 
     
'2) while loop to select "conservation till" up to specified extent in 
"Control" board''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    selectedMOextent2 = 0 
    j2 = 0 'index for MOs 
    k2 = 0 'index for selected sites 
     
    Do While selectedMOextent2 <= Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(13, 1 
+ i) And j2 + 1 <= TLMO_N 
        j2 = j2 + 1 
        'Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(19, 1 + i) = j2 
        If TLMOdata(j2, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + i) 
And TLMOdata(j2, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
            selectedMOextent2 = selectedMOextent2 + TLMOdata(j2, 14) * 
0.000247105 * Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(11, 1 + i) / 100 'add extent 
[ac] up if watershed and zone match 
            'MOoutput2(i) = selectedMOextent2 
             
            k2 = k2 + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
            TLMOdata(j2, 41) = TLMOdata(j2, 14) * 
Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(11, 1 + i) / 100 'save the extent reserved 
for conservation till [m2] 
            TLMOdata(j2, 51) = 1 'indicator (2)conservation till is 
selected 
        End If 
    Loop 
     
    MOoutput2(i) = selectedMOextent2 
    MOoutput3(i) = allMOextent - MOoutput1(i) - MOoutput2(i) 
     
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B15:J15") = MOoutput1 'reduced till 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B16:J16") = MOoutput2 'conservation 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B14:J14") = MOoutput3 'conventional 
 
 'conventional tillage = all tillable land - reduced till - 
conservation till 
For j = 1 To TLMO_N 
    TLMOdata(j, 39) = TLMOdata(j, 14) - TLMOdata(j, 40) - TLMOdata(j, 
41) 'conventional till=ag-reduced-conservation 
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Next j 
 
 
'End of TLMO allocation  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'* 
'* 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
SECTION Allocate 
AFMOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B30:J34") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on input table 
 
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(27, 1 + i) 'sum of MO 
areas 
    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(28, 1 + i) 
 
'''if the input total extent > available extent then correct the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(14, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(14, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
        'check if the input is 0 then allocate none and move onto next 
i else calculate extent selected 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(14, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          selectedMODA = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
    
    '   while loop to count selected MO based on "acre input UB" 
        selectedMOextent = 0 
        selectedMODA = 0 
        j = 0 'index for MOs 
        k = 0 'index for selected sites 
 
        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(14, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= AFMO_N ' AND selectedMOextent<SB area 'or add SB area 
constraint-->need another loop for SB1...SB30 
            j = j + 1 
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            If AFMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And AFMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + AFMOdata(j, 14) * 
3.28084 'add extent [ft] up if watershed and zone match 
                selectedMODA = selectedMODA + AFMOdata(j, 15) * 
0.000247105 'selected DA in acres 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
                AFMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that MO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
     
    End If 
     
    'k = k - 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - AFMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 
    'AFMOdata(j, 50) = 0 
     
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput3(i) = k 
    MOoutput4(i) = AFMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 'next best site length 
(ft) 
    MOoutput6(i) = selectedMODA 
 
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B30:J30") = MOoutput1 'lengthselected 
(ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B31:J31") = MOoutput2 'remaining extent 
(ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B32:J32") = MOoutput3 'number of sites 
(#) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B33:J33") = MOoutput4 'next best site's 
lenth (ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B34:J34") = MOoutput6 'DA of selected 
sites 
 
'End of AFMO allocation  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'* 
'* 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''Allocate 
BFMOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B44:J48") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on input table 
 
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(41, 1 + i) 'sum of MO 
areas 
    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(42, 1 + i) 
 
'''if the input total extent > available extent then correct the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(17, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(17, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
    'check if the input is 0 then allocate none and move onto next i 
else calculate extent selected 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(17, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          selectedMOextent2 = 0 
          selectedMODA = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
     
      'while loop to allocate MOs until reaching the input extent 
        selectedMOextent = 0 'in ft 
        selectedMOextent2 = 0 'in acre based on buffer rule 
        selectedMODA = 0 
        j = 0 'index for MOs 
        k = 0 'index for selected sites 
 
        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(17, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= BFMO_N 
            j = j + 1 
            'Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(50, 1 + i) = j 
            If BFMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And BFMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + BFMOdata(j, 14) * 
3.28084 'add extent [ft] up if watershed and zone match 
                selectedMOextent2 = selectedMOextent2 + BFMOdata(j, 18) 
* 0.000247105 'add extent [acre] up 
                selectedMODA = selectedMODA + BFMOdata(j, 15) * 
0.000247105 'DA in acres 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
                BFMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that MO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End If 
     
    'k = k - 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - BFMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 
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    'selectedMOextent2 = selectedMOextent2 - BFMOdata(j, 18) * 
0.000247105 
    'BFMOdata(j, 50) = 0 
     
     
         
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput3(i) = k 
    MOoutput4(i) = BFMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 'next best site length 
(ft) 
    MOoutput5(i) = selectedMOextent2 
    MOoutput6(i) = selectedMODA 
 
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B44:J44") = MOoutput1 'lengthselected 
(ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B45:J45") = MOoutput2 'remaining 
extent(ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B46:J46") = MOoutput3 'number of sites 
(#) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B47:J47") = MOoutput4 'next best site's 
lenth (ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B48:J48") = MOoutput5 'selected extent 
(ac) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B49:J49") = MOoutput6 'selected 
MODA(ac) 
 
'End of BFMO allocation  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'* 
'* 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''Allocate 
WCMOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B58:J62") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
'Dim anyWCMOselected As Double 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on inputable 
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(55, 1 + i)         
'sum of all available MO areas 
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    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(56, 1 + i) 
     
    'if the input total extent > available extent then correct the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(20, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(20, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
    'check if the input is 0 then allocate none 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(20, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          selectedMODA = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
     
    'while loop to count selected MO based on "acre input UB" 
    selectedMOextent = 0 
    selectedMODA = 0 
    j = 0 
    k = 0 
 
        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(20, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= WCMO_N 
            j = j + 1 
            If WCMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And WCMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + WCMOdata(j, 14) * 
0.000247105  'add extent (ac) up if watershed and zone match 
                selectedMODA = selectedMODA + WCMOdata(j, 15) * 
0.000247105 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
                WCMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that MO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End If 
     
    'k = k - 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - WCMOdata(j, 14) * 
0.000247105 
    'WCMOdata(j, 50) = 0 
     
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 
    MOoutput3(i) = k 
    MOoutput4(i) = WCMOdata(j, 14) * 0.000247105 'next best site ac 
    MOoutput6(i) = selectedMODA 
 
Next i 
 
'anyWCMOselected = selectedMOextent 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B58:J58") = MOoutput1 'lengthselected 
(ft) 
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Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B59:J59") = MOoutput2 'remaining 
extent(ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B60:J60") = MOoutput3 'number of sites 
(#) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B61:J61") = MOoutput4 'next best site's 
lenth (ft) 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B62:J62") = MOoutput6 'next best site's 
lenth (ft) 
 
'End of WCMO allocation  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'* 
'* 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''Allocate 
ICMOs''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''' 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B72:J76") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on inputable 
     
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(69, 1 + i) 'sum of all 
available MO length in ft 
    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(70, 1 + i) 
 
    'if the input total extent > available extent then CORRECT the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(23, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(23, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
    'check if the input is 0 then allocate none 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(23, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          selectedMODA = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
     
    'while loop to count selected MO based on "acre input UB" 
    selectedMOextent = 0 
    selectedMODA = 0 
    j = 0 
    k = 0 
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        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(23, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= ICMO_N 
            j = j + 1 
            If ICMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And ICMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + ICMOdata(j, 14) * 
3.28084 'add extent up if watershed and zone match 
                selectedMODA = selectedMODA + ICMOdata(j, 14) * 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M75") * 0.3048 * Worksheets("I|O 
Detail").Range("M70") 'ICMOdata(j, 15) * 30 * 30 * 0.000247105 
'DA=acc*raster area*ac/m2 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
                ICMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that MO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End If 
     
    'k= k- 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - ICMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 
    'ICMOdata(j, 50) = 0 
 
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 'lengthselected (ft) 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 'remaining extent(ft) 
    MOoutput3(i) = k  'number of sites (#) 
    MOoutput4(i) = ICMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084  'next best site's lenth 
(ft) 
    MOoutput6(i) = selectedMODA * 0.000247105 'converted to acres 
 
 
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B72:J72") = MOoutput1 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B73:J73") = MOoutput2 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B74:J74") = MOoutput3 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B75:J75") = MOoutput4 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B76:J76") = MOoutput6 
 
'End of ICMO allocation   
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'Allocate RAMOs 
 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B86:J90") = "" 'clear the output table 
 
For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on input table 
     
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(83, 1 + i)  'sum of 
ravine tips 
    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(84, 1 + i)     'numer of 
ravines 
     
    'if the input total extent > available extent then correct the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(26, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
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        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(26, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
    'check if the input is 0 then allocate none 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(26, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
       
    'while loop to count selected MO based on "acre input UB" 
    selectedMOextent = 0 
    j = 0 'index for MOs 
    k = 0 'index for selected sites 
     
        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(26, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= RAMO_N 
            j = j + 1 
            If RAMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And RAMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + RAMOdata(j, 14) 
'add up ravine tips 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of ravine sites selected 
                RAMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that RAMO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End If 
         
    'k = k - 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - RAMOdata(j, 14) 
    'RAMOdata(j, 50) = 0 
    'outputs 
 
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 'tips selected 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 'number of remaining 
tips 
    MOoutput3(i) = k 'number of ravines selected 
    MOoutput4(i) = RAMOdata(j, 18) 'next best ravine's load per tip 
 
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B86:J86") = MOoutput1 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B87:J87") = MOoutput2 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B88:J88") = MOoutput3 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B89:J89") = MOoutput4 
 
'''End of RAMO allocation 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'Allocate NCMOs 
 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B100:J104") = "" 'clear the output 
table 
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For i = 1 To 9 'go thourgh watershed and zones on input table 
 
    allMOextent = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(97, 1 + i) ' sum of MO 
areas 
    allMOnum = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(98, 1 + i) 
   
'''if the input total extent > available extent then correct the user 
input as the available extent 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(29, 1 + i) > allMOextent Then 
        Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(29, 1 + i) = allMOextent  'this 
over-writes the user-input 
    End If 
     
    'check if the input is 0 then allocate none 
    If Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(29, 1 + i) = 0 Then 
          selectedMOextent = 0 
          k = 0 
          j = 1 
    Else 
       
    'while loop to count selected MO based on "acre input UB" 
    selectedMOextent = 0 
    j = 0 'index for MOs 
    k = 0 'index for selected sites 
     
        Do While selectedMOextent < Worksheets("CONTROL").Cells(29, 1 + 
i) And j + 1 <= NCMO_N 
            j = j + 1 
            If NCMOdata(j, 2) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(6, 1 + 
i) And NCMOdata(j, 11) = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Cells(7, 1 + i) Then 
'check river and zone 
                selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent + NCMOdata(j, 14) * 
3.28084  'add extent [ft] up if watershed and zone match 
'reachdata(j,14)=active length 
                k = k + 1 'count the number of sites selected 
                NCMOdata(j, 50) = 1 'indicator that NCMO is selected 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End If 
     
    'k = k - 1 
    'selectedMOextent = selectedMOextent - ReachData(j, 14) * 3.28084 
'convert m to ft 
    'ReachData(j, 51) = 0 
 
    MOoutput1(i) = selectedMOextent 'bluff length selected 
    MOoutput2(i) = allMOextent - selectedMOextent 'number of remaining 
bluff sites 
    MOoutput3(i) = k 'number of bluffs selected 
    MOoutput4(i) = NCMOdata(j, 14) * 3.28084 'next best bluff length 
 
Next i 
 
'record outputs on I|O Detail 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B100:J100") = MOoutput1 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B101:J101") = MOoutput2 
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Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B102:J102") = MOoutput3 
Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("B103:J103") = MOoutput4 
 
'''End of NCMO  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''SECTION3: Call water and sediment 
subroutines''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''' 
 
'If anyWCMOselected = 0 Then 
'    Call sedloading(TLMO_N, TLMOdata, AFMO_N, AFMOdata, BFMO_N, 
BFMOdata, WCMO_N, WCMOdata, RAMO_N, RAMOdata, NCMO_N, NCMOdata) 
'Else 
'    Call riverrouting(WCMO_N, WCMOdata, ICMO_N, ICMOdata) 
'    Call sedloading(TLMO_N, TLMOdata, AFMO_N, AFMOdata, BFMO_N, 
BFMOdata, WCMO_N, WCMOdata, RAMO_N, RAMOdata, NCMO_N, NCMOdata) 
'End If 
 
Call riverrouting(WCMO_N, WCMOdata, ICMO_N, ICMOdata) 
Call sedloading(TLMO_N, TLMOdata, AFMO_N, AFMOdata, BFMO_N, BFMOdata, 
WCMO_N, WCMOdata, RAMO_N, RAMOdata, NCMO_N, NCMOdata) 
 
 
'Application.EnableEvents = True 
'Application.Calculation = xlCalculationAutomatic 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
MsgBox "Management option test scenario evaluation is complete" 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Charts("Reference Scenario Chart").Activate 
 
End Sub 
 
 

B.2. Hydrologic routing algorithm 

Option Explicit 
 
Sub riverrouting(WCMO_N, WCMOdata, ICMO_N, ICMOdata) 
 
'Section 1: allocate WCMO and ICMO to each HYDSB 
'Section 2: call water yield data 
'Section 3: River routing (Mg-Cg) 
'''''CALL: sub storage outflow 
'Section 4: Hockey Stick application 
 
''Define global variable 
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Dim i As Integer, ii As Integer, j As Integer, m As Integer, o As 
Integer 
 
Dim perc_Qs_MAP As Double, perc_Qs_COB As Double, perc_Qs_LES As Double 
 
perc_Qs_MAP = 0 
perc_Qs_COB = 0 
perc_Qs_LES = 0 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''1: ALLOCATE TO HYDSB 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''allocate WCMO to each HYDSB 
1...30'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim SB_WCMOselected(1 To 30) As Double 
Dim SB_WCMOselectedm2(1 To 30) As Double 
 
For i = 1 To 30 
    For j = 1 To WCMO_N 'go through all MO from MOdata 
     
        If WCMOdata(j, 13) = i And WCMOdata(j, 50) = 1 Then 'check if 
MO is located in SB_i AND check MO_j is selected 
            SB_WCMOselected(i) = SB_WCMOselected(i) + 1 'number of MO 
selected 
            SB_WCMOselectedm2(i) = SB_WCMOselectedm2(i) + WCMOdata(j, 
14) 'MO area in m2 
        End If 
         
    Next j 
Next i 
 
''Allocate ICMOs to each HYDSB 
1...30'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim SB_ICMOselected(1 To 30) As Double 
Dim SB_ICMOselectedm(1 To 30) As Double 
 
For i = 1 To 30 
    For j = 1 To ICMO_N 'go through all MO from MOdata 
     
        If ICMOdata(j, 13) = i And ICMOdata(j, 50) = 1 Then 'check if 
MO is located in SB_i AND check MO_j is selected 
            SB_ICMOselected(i) = SB_ICMOselected(i) + 1 
            SB_ICMOselectedm(i) = SB_ICMOselectedm(i) + ICMOdata(j, 14) 
'MO length in [m] 
        End If 
         
    Next j 
Next i 
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'2: CALL WATER YIELD DATA 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim databasepath$, flowdatabase$ 
Dim flowdata As Variant 
 
'databasepath = "Macintosh HD:Users:sejongee:Documents:JHU-mac:CSSR-
Research:MOSM:v6:" 
'flowdatabase = "SWATdata.xlsx" 'Daily water yield from each SB to 
stream 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
'Workbooks.Open Filename:=databasepath & flowdatabase 'open destination 
workbook 
 
'flowdata = ActiveSheet.Range("B3:AE9133") 'SWAT WATER YIELD data SB1-
30 on columns 1(B) though 30(AE) from 1985 to 2003 from row1 to 9133 
flowdata = Worksheets("SWAT_WY").Range("B3:AE9133") 
 
'ActiveWorkbook.Close savechanges:=False 'close the flow database 
workbook and don't save changes 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''3: RIVER ROUTING 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''define SB 
variables'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim SBarea(1 To 30) As Double 
Dim river(1 To 30) As String, headwater(1 To 30) As String 
Dim nexti(1 To 30) As Integer, count(1 To 30) As Integer, upSBs(1 To 
30) As Integer 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''define Mg-Cg 
variables''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim dx(1 To 30) As Double, So(1 To 30) As Double, B(1 To 30) As Double, 
h(1 To 30) As Double, Pwet(1 To 30) As Double, XSarea(1 To 30) As 
Double, N(1 To 30) As Double 'reach data 
Dim dt As Double 
Dim ck(1 To 30), k(1 To 30), X(1 To 30) As Double 'output Mg-Cg 
variables constant over discharge record 
Dim C1(1 To 30), C2(1 To 30), C3(1 To 30) As Double 'Mg-Cg parameters 
depend on dt, K, and X 
Dim sigma As Double 
Dim Qtnout(9131, 30) As Double 'surface runoff outflow from SB (called 
from storage-discharge subroutine) 
Dim Qtnoutriver(9131, 30) As Double 'pre-routed discharge in river 
including Qtnout and Mg-Cg routed flow from upstream SBs 
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Dim QtnoutriverMCrouted(9131, 30) As Double 'Mg-Cg routed Qtnoutriver 
from each SB idt 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''Read SB input data and M-C parameters''''''''' 
dt = 86400 'dt=1day ---> [sec]=[24hr]*[3600sec/hr] 
sigma = 0.7 'estimate of the initial outflow as fraction of the initial 
inflow (I.C.) 
 
'Obtain river routing parameters for HYDSB 1...30 
For i = 1 To 30 
    
    SBarea(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 3) * 4046.86 
'converted from acre to m2 
    headwater(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 7) 'binary 
    river(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 8) 'string 
    nexti(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 9) 'next SB 
    upSBs(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 10) 'number os 
upper SBs 
     
    dx(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 11) 'reach length 
    So(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 12) 'reach slope 
from reach shape file used for SWAT 
    B(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 13) 'reach width 
    h(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 14) 'reach depth 
    Pwet(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 15) 
    XSarea(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 16) 
    N(i) = Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(1 + i, 18) 'Manning's n 
guessed from handbooks referring to channels 
     
    ck(i) = (5 / 3) * (So(i) ^ 0.5 * XSarea(i) ^ (2 / 3)) / (N(i) * 
Pwet(i) ^ (2 / 3)) 'ck=dQ/dA [m/s] with Manning sub [m^(2/3)] 
    k(i) = dx(i) / ck(i) '[m/m/s]=[s] 
    X(i) = 0.5 * (1 - (XSarea(i) ^ (5 / 3) / (N(i) * Pwet(i) ^ (2 / 3) 
* B(i) * ck(i) * So(i) ^ 0.5 * dx(i)))) '[-] parameter of shape of 
wedge storage (reach width, celerity, slope, and length) 
     
    C1(i) = (dt - 2 * k(i) * X(i)) / (2 * k(i) * (1 - X(i)) + dt) 
    C2(i) = (dt + 2 * k(i) * X(i)) / (2 * k(i) * (1 - X(i)) + dt) 
    C3(i) = (2 * k(i) * (1 - X(i)) - dt) / (2 * k(i) * (1 - X(i)) + dt) 
     
    'Recording of the calculated Mg-Cg parameters 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 20) = ck(i) 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 21) = k(i) 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 22) = x(i) 'test. 
0<=X<=0.5 
     
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 23) = C1(i) 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 24) = C2(i) 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 25) = C3(i) 
    'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 26) = C1(i) + C2(i) + 
C3(i) 'should =1 
     
Next i 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''Move down river starting from uppermost 
SB'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'Qtnoutriver(9131, 30) = 0 
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For m = 30 To 1 Step -1 'go backward from SB30 (larger SB# typically 
mean upstream SBs) 'test with 9 for two routing 
       
    If headwater(m) = "Y" Then 
 
        i = m 'i=m=30 'set the first SB 
        'Worksheets("SB_data").Cells(i + 1, 30) = i 'check 
         
        count(i) = count(i) + 1  'count the number of times that goes 
through SB. This should always be 1 for headwater SBs 
        'Worksheets("SB_data").Cells(i + 1, 30) = count(i) 'check 
         
        '''''''''''''do storage-outflow for the headwater 
SB'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        'call subroutine with i as index for SB and j as index for time 
series 
        Call storageoutflow(i, j, flowdata, SBarea, Qtnout, 
SB_WCMOselectedm2, SB_WCMOselected, SB_ICMOselectedm, SB_ICMOselected) 
        '--->Qtnout(j,i) 
        
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        For j = 1 To 9131 'for the headwater SB, just read the Qtnout 
as the Qtnoutriver since there is no inflow from upper SBs; set j from 
5479(year 2000) 
         
            Qtnoutriver(j, i) = Qtnout(j, i) '[cms] for the head water 
flow to be routed in the river is the outflow from storage-discharge 
routine 
 
        Next j 
               
        'j=1 initial outflow condition 
        QtnoutriverMCrouted(1, i) = sigma * Qtnoutriver(1, i) 'initial 
outflow estimate 
         
        'Muskingum routing: 
        For j = 2 To 9131 
            
            QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, i) = C1(i) * Qtnoutriver(j, i) _ 
                                      + C2(i) * Qtnoutriver(j - 1, i) _ 
                                      + C3(i) * QtnoutriverMCrouted(j - 
1, i) 
        Next j 
         
        '''''''''''''end of headwater SB 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
        '''''''''''''''Do Loop to move down SB until reaching the 
terminal SB''''''''''' 
        o = i        'o=i=30 one-step behind 
        i = nexti(o) 'i=nexti(o=30)=25 'current step 
         
        Do 
            count(i) = count(i) + 1 
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            'Worksheets("SB I|O Detail").Cells(i + 1, 30) = count(i) 
             
            If count(i) = 1 Then 'only do the storageoutflow() if it 
hasn't been done before--> save run-time 
                '''''''''''''do storage-outflow for the SB following 
headwater'''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
                'call subroutine with i as index for SB and j as index 
for time series 
                Call storageoutflow(i, j, flowdata, SBarea, Qtnout, 
SB_WCMOselectedm2, SB_WCMOselected, SB_ICMOselectedm, SB_ICMOselected) 
                '--->Qtnout(j,i) 
                
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''' 
            End If 
             
            ''''calculate 
Qtnoutriver=Qtnout(j,i)+QtnoutriverMCrouted(o,i) to be routed down 
            For j = 1 To 9131 
                Qtnoutriver(j, i) = Qtnoutriver(j, i) _ 
                                  + Qtnout(j, i) - (count(i) - 1) * 
Qtnout(j, i) _ 
                                  + QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, o) 
            Next j 
             
            upSBs(i) = upSBs(i) - 1 'one of the upSBs and its 
QtnoutMCrouted(j,i) has been counted in Qtnoutriver(j,i) 
        
            'exit do if there are other upstream SBs to complete the 
coutint of Qtnoutriver(j,i). if upSB(i)=0 then move to next SB down. 
            If upSBs(i) <> 0 Then 
                Exit Do 
            End If 
             
            'do Mg-Cg if all the upstream SBs's routed flows are 
counted 
            '''''''''''''''''''''do Muskingum-Cunge River 
routing'''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
            'j=1 initial outflow condition 
            QtnoutriverMCrouted(1, i) = sigma * Qtnoutriver(1, i) 
         
            For j = 2 To 9131 
 
                QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, i) = C1(i) * Qtnoutriver(j, i) _ 
                                          + C2(i) * Qtnoutriver(j - 1, 
i) _ 
                                          + C3(i) * 
QtnoutriverMCrouted(j - 1, i) 
            Next j 
                        
            ''''''''''''''''''''''''end of Mg-Cg 
routing''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
             
            o = i 'o-i=4 
            ii = nexti(i) 'l=nexti(4)=7, l=nexti(7)=6 
            i = ii 'i=7 
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        Loop Until i = 0 
        '''''''''''''''''''''Do-Loop 
over'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    End If 
Next m 
 
'Application.StatusBar = False 
 
'''''''''End of 2a: RIVER ROUTING 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'Flwo outputs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''Record SB2 (LES outlet at RJ), SB4 (LES nr Rapidan LG), SB13 (COB nr 
Beuford LG), and SB19 (Maple nr Rapidan LG) 
 
'Worksheets("SBflowoutput").Range("B3:AF9134") = "" 
'Worksheets("SBflowoutput").Range("B3:AF9134") = QtnoutriverMCrouted 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'2b: Calculate sediment loading from bluffs and streambanks using the 
HOCKEY STICK''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim Qth, LES_DA, COB_DA, MAP_DA, LES_L, COB_L, MAP_L, CQ_a, CQ_b As 
Double 
Dim Qs_LES(1 To 9131) As Double, Qs_COB(1 To 9131) As Double, Qs_MAP(1 
To 9131) As Double 
Dim Qs_LESsum As Double, Qs_COBsum As Double, Qs_MAPsum As Double 
 
'''Calculate sediment loading from Q>Qth 
Qth = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("U60") 'cms/km2 
'upstream drainage area from LG 
LES_DA = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("V56") 'km2 
COB_DA = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("V57") 
MAP_DA = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("V58") 
'incised length 
LES_L = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("W56") 'km 
COB_L = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("W57") 
MAP_L = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("W58") 
 
CQ_a = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("X61") 
CQ_b = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("X62") 
 
'Calcuate sediment loading [Mg/day] 
Qs_LESsum = 0 
Qs_COBsum = 0 
Qs_MAPsum = 0 
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For j = 1 To 9131 
    'populate LES sediment loading from incised zone 
    If QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 4) > Qth * LES_DA Then 
        Qs_LES(j) = CQ_a * (QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 4) / LES_DA) ^ CQ_b 
* LES_L 
    Else 
        Qs_LES(j) = 0 
    End If 
    'populate COB sediment loading from incised zone 
    If QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 13) > Qth * COB_DA Then 
        Qs_COB(j) = CQ_a * (QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 13) / COB_DA) ^ CQ_b 
* COB_L 
    Else 
        Qs_COB(j) = 0 
    End If 
    'populate MAP sediment loading from incised zone 
    If QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 19) > Qth * MAP_DA Then 
        Qs_MAP(j) = CQ_a * (QtnoutriverMCrouted(j, 19) / MAP_DA) ^ CQ_b 
* MAP_L 
    Else 
        Qs_MAP(j) = 0 
    End If 
 
    Qs_LESsum = Qs_LESsum + Qs_LES(j) 
    Qs_COBsum = Qs_COBsum + Qs_COB(j) 
    Qs_MAPsum = Qs_MAPsum + Qs_MAP(j) 
      
Next j 
 
'End of 2b: HOCKEY STICK APPLICATION 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'sediment loadingoutputs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'''Record daily sediment loading 
 
'Worksheets("SBincisedSED").Range("F3:H9133") = "" 
 
'Worksheets("SBincisedSED").Range("F3:F9133") = 
Application.Transpose(Qs_LES) 
'Worksheets("SBincisedSED").Range("G3:G9133") = 
Application.Transpose(Qs_COB) 
'Worksheets("SBincisedSED").Range("H3:H9133") = 
Application.Transpose(Qs_MAP) 
 
'''Record the mean annual results on Outputs tab 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D8") = Qs_MAPsum / (2010 - 1985) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D9") = Qs_COBsum / (2010 - 1985) 
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Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D10") = Qs_LESsum / (2010 - 1985) 
 
 
'sediment loadingoutputs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
perc_Qs_MAP = (Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C8") - (Qs_MAPsum / 
(2010 - 1985))) / Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C8") 
perc_Qs_COB = (Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C9") - (Qs_COBsum / 
(2010 - 1985))) / Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C9") 
perc_Qs_LES = (Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C10") - (Qs_LESsum / 
(2010 - 1985))) / Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C10") 
 
 
'''Record % NCSS reduction from water conservation 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E8") = perc_Qs_MAP 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E9") = perc_Qs_COB 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E10") = perc_Qs_LES 
 
'''''''''''''''''''MsgBox "Water routing is complete. Please see the 
Outputs tab for results" 
 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'Subroutine to estimate the storage-discharge of MOs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Sub storageoutflow(i, j, flowdata, SBarea, Qtnout, WCMOsumarea, 
WCMOcount, ICMOsumlength, ICMOcount) 
 
'define input parameters and variables 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim dt As Double 
Dim beta As Double 'create input on worksheet 
Dim C As Double 'create input on workshe et with look up table in the 
main subroutine: crest coefficient applicable both to ICMO and WCMO 
Dim Anmin_factor As Double 
Dim Anmin As Double 
 
'''WCMO design inputs: make this definable on "input" sheet 
Dim WCMO_SAbar(1 To 30) As Double  'mean WCMO surface area = 
sumarea/num 
'wetland storage dimensions: 
Dim Aw(1 To 30) As Double  'drainge area calculated with exponetial 
function with diminishng return 
Dim Awbar(1 To 30) As Double 
Dim circ As Double 'circumference of wetland of avg surface area 
Dim L As Double 'effective length of crest 
Dim alpha As Double 
Dim k As Double, ET As Double 
Dim WCMO_D As Double 
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'''ICMO design inputs: make this definable on "input" sheet 
Dim ICMO_SAbar(1 To 30) As Double 'mean ICMO surface area = 
avglength*designW 
'ditch storage dimensions: 
Dim designW As Double 'width (designW) 
Dim designD As Double 'depth (designD) 
Dim designLC As Double 'length of crest (designLC) or weir width 
Dim designNW As Double 'length of notch lenght(designNW) 
Dim designNH As Double ''height of notch (designNH) 
 
'''variables for one average MO 
Dim It(9131, 30) As Double 'inflow in cms 
Dim St(9131, 30) As Double 'storage m^3 
Dim Ht(9131, 30) As Double 'depth m 
Dim Qt(9131, 30) As Double 'outflow from wetlad in cms 
 
'variables for n MOs 
Dim Itn(9131, 30) As Double 'inflow in cms 
Dim Stn(9131, 30) As Double 'storage m^3 
Dim Htn(9131, 30) As Double 'depth m 
Dim Qtn(9131, 30) As Double 'outflow from wetlad in cms 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'put values to design inuts and vairalbe 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
dt = 86400 'dt=1day ---> [sec]=[24hr]*[3600sec/hr] 
 
C = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M58") '2 '[m^.5/s] 'InputBox("enter 
the value of the discharge coefficient.") '2 'discharge outflow 
coefficient depends on outflow structure of weir 
Anmin_factor = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("P3") / 100 
 
alpha = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M57")  'fraction of the 
perimeter from which water flows out of wetland.") '0.3 'fraction of 
the perimeter that water flows out 
k = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M60") '1e-07 '1e-07 'm/s Hydraulic 
conductivity at the bottom of the wetland to determine the rate of 
water loss to infiltration 
ET = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M61") 'Evapotranspiration rate 
 
'WCMO design specification. SA is determined by spatial analysis that 
considers the topographic depression and TI 
Anmin = Anmin_factor * SBarea(i) 'minimum area not affected by MOs in 
m2 
WCMO_D = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M56") * 0.3048 'converted form 
ft to meters default about 2m 
 
 
 
'ICMO design specification 
designD = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M74") * 0.3048 'converted to 
meters default about 2m 
designLC = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M75") * 0.3048 'converted to 
meters: weir wdith (length of crest at which water flows out) 
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designW = designLC * 0.75 'converted to meters default half of the weir 
width 
designNW = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M76") * 0.3048 'converted to 
meters ref:1meters 'notch length 
designNH = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M77") * 0.3048 'converted to 
meters default about 1 meters notch height 
 
beta = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M70") '8.5 'factor to determine 
drainage area of ICMO 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'1. route the water through the WCMO 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    
If WCMOcount(i) = 0 Then  ''check if the WCMO is empty (none selected)-
->Qtnout(j) = flowdata(j) for SB(i) 
 
    For j = 1 To 9131 
        Qtnout(j, i) = flowdata(j, i) 
    Next j 
     
Else '''''''''''' if WCMO is selected in HYDSB i, then do storage-
outflow calculation' for WCMO'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        ''' draiange area as an exponential function to show 
diminishing return 
        'Aw(i) = (SBarea(i) - Anmin) * (1 - Exp(-1e-07 * 
WCMOsumarea(i))) 'calculate drainage area of selected WCMO 
         
        ''''drainage area as a linear function of SA 
        If 8.9 * WCMOsumarea(i) > (SBarea(i) - Anmin) Then 
            Aw(i) = SBarea(i) - Anmin 
        Else 
           Aw(i) = 8.9 * WCMOsumarea(i) 
        End If 
         
        Awbar(i) = Aw(i) / WCMOcount(i) 'average drainage area for 
selected WCMOs 
        WCMO_SAbar(i) = WCMOsumarea(i) / WCMOcount(i) 'average surface 
area of WCMOSs selected in a SB in m2 
         
        circ = Sqr(WCMO_SAbar(i) / WorksheetFunction.Pi) * 2 * 
WorksheetFunction.Pi '[m] circuference of the average wetland 
        L = alpha * circ '[m] effective length of crest 
         
        'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 2) = SBarea(i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 3) = WCMOsumarea(i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 4) = Aw(i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 5) = WCMOcount(i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 6) = L 
         
        '''set initial condition: storage=0ft of water 
        It(1, i) = flowdata(1, i) * (Awbar(i) / (SBarea(i))) '[m3/s] 
inflow to wetland is proportional to flow in SB--> Q/I = 
SBarea/(wetland drainge area)-->I=Q*(wetland drainage area)/SBarea 
        St(1, i) = 0 'initial condition empty WCMO 
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        Ht(1, i) = St(1, i) / WCMO_SAbar(i) '[m] = 0m 
        Qt(1, i) = 0 'C * designLC * Ht(1, i) ^ 1.5 '[cms] 
         
        ''iteration begins 
        For j = 2 To 9131 'for all flow record from 1985-2009,j=1--
>1/1/1985 
            It(j, i) = flowdata(j, i) * Awbar(i) / (SBarea(i)) 
'[m3/s][-][m2]/[m2]=[m3/s] 
            'St(j, i) = St(j - 1, i) + (It(j - 1, i) - Qt(j - 1, i) - 
WCMO_SAbar(i) / 2 * k) * dt '[m3]+[m3/s-m3/s-m3/s][s]=[m3]: Current 
storage = previous storage + inflow-outflow-seeapage 'here seepage is 
assumed to happen in half the surface area of the top surface area 
            St(j, i) = St(j - 1, i) + (It(j - 1, i) - Qt(j - 1, i) - 
WCMO_SAbar(i) * (1 * k + ET)) * dt '[m3]+[m3/s-m3/s-m3/s][s]=[m3]: 
Current storage (to determine H)=previous storage + inflow-outflow-
seeapage-ET 
            Ht(j, i) = St(j, i) / WCMO_SAbar(i) '[m3]/[m2]=[m] 
             
            If Ht(j, i) > WCMO_D Then 
                Qt(j, i) = C * L * (Ht(j, i) - WCMO_D) ^ 1.5 'outflow 
fcalculated for head over the crest with depth, WCMO_D for ONE average 
WCMO 
            Else 
                Qt(j, i) = 0 'no outflow over the rim of WCMO thus 
outflow to stream system that will be routed using Mg-Cg is 0 
            End If 
        Next j 
 
    '''Multiply the average wetland by the number of wetlands in SB 
        For j = 1 To 9131 'set j from 5479(year 2000) 
            Itn(j, i) = It(j, i) * WCMOcount(i) 
            Stn(j, i) = St(j, i) * WCMOcount(i) 
            Htn(j, i) = Ht(j, i) * WCMOcount(i) 
            Qtn(j, i) = Qt(j, i) * WCMOcount(i) 'outflow through 
wetland. 
            Qtnout(j, i) = Qtn(j, i) + (flowdata(j, i) - Itn(j, i)) 
'Water flowing out of SB=outflow from wetland + water that didn't go 
through water storage MO. This will be used in the river routing 
            flowdata(j, i) = Qtnout(j, i) 'overwrite the flow data for 
SBi 
        Next j 
    
End If 
     
'2. route the water through the ICMO 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
     
If ICMOcount(i) = 0 Then ''check if the ICMO is empty (none selected)--
>Qtnout(j) = flowdata(j) for SB(i) 
    For j = 1 To 9131 
        Qtnout(j, i) = flowdata(j, i) 
    Next j 
Else 'storage-outflow calculation 
     
    ICMO_SAbar(i) = ICMOsumlength(i) / ICMOcount(i) * designW '[m2] 
average area of wetlands selected in a SB in meters 
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    'Test with IF contributing area > SB area then set the maximum 
contributing area=SBarea 
    If ICMOsumlength(i) * designW * beta > SBarea(i) Then 
        beta = SBarea(i) / ICMOsumlength(i) * designW 
    End If 
 
        '''set initial condition: storage=1ft of water 
        It(1, i) = flowdata(1, i) * (ICMO_SAbar(i) * beta / 
(SBarea(i)))  '[cms] inflow to wetland is proportional to flow in SB--> 
Q/I = SBarea/(wetland drainge area)-->I=Q*(wetland drainage 
area)/SBarea 
        St(1, i) = designNH * ICMO_SAbar(i) 'initial condition [m^3] is 
1 ft of water at the bottom of reservoir 
        Ht(1, i) = St(1, i) / ICMO_SAbar(i) '[m] = 0.3m 
        Qt(1, i) = 0 'C * designLC * Ht(1, i) ^ 1.5 '[cms] 
         
        ''iteration begins 
        For j = 2 To 9131 'for all flow record from 1985-2009,j=1--
>1/1/1985 
            It(j, i) = flowdata(j, i) * beta * ICMO_SAbar(i) / 
(SBarea(i))  '[m3/s][-][m2]/[m2]=[m3/s] 
            St(j, i) = St(j - 1, i) + (It(j - 1, i) - Qt(j - 1, i) - 
ICMO_SAbar(i) * (1 * k + ET)) * dt '[m3]+[m3/s-m3/s-m2*m/s][s]=[m3]: 
current storage=previous storage+inflow-coutflow-ET 
            Ht(j, i) = St(j, i) / ICMO_SAbar(i) '[m3]/[m2]=[m] 
             
            If Ht(j, i) > designD Then 
                Qt(j, i) = C * designLC * (Ht(j, i) - designD) ^ 1.5 
'outflow over the weir 
            ElseIf Ht(j, i) > designNH Then 
                Qt(j, i) = C * designNW * (Ht(j, i) - designNH) ^ 1.5  
'outflow through the notch during small storm events when water is not 
overtopping the structure 
            Else 
                Qt(j, i) = 0 
            End If 
             
        Next j 
 
    '''Multiply the average wetland by the number of wetlands in SB 
        For j = 1 To 9131 
            Itn(j, i) = It(j, i) * ICMOcount(i) 
            Stn(j, i) = St(j, i) * ICMOcount(i) 
            Htn(j, i) = Ht(j, i) * ICMOcount(i) 
            Qtn(j, i) = Qt(j, i) * ICMOcount(i) 'outflow through 
wetland. 
            Qtnout(j, i) = Qtn(j, i) + (flowdata(j, i) - Itn(j, i)) 
'Water flowing out of SB=outflow from wetland + water that didn't go 
through water storage MO. This will be used in the river routing 
      
        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, 2) = flowdata(j, i) 'inflow 
in cms 
     
        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, 8) = Itn(j, i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, 9) = Stn(j, i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, i) = Ht(j, i) 
        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, 11) = Qtn(j, i) 
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        'Worksheets("Sheet2").Cells(1 + j, 12) = Qtnout(j, i) 
     
        Next j 
 
    'Worksheets("Sheet1").Range("T1") = ICMO_SAbar(i) 
    'Worksheets("Sheet1").Range("T2") = L(i) 
     
End If 
     
 
'the product is the box variable Qtnout(j=1/1/1985-12/31/2009,i=SB1-
SB30) 
 
 
'end of storage outflow'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''' 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 

B.3. Sediment delivery and loading algorithm 

Option Explicit 
 
Sub sedloading(TLMO_N, TLMOdata, AFMO_N, AFMOdata, BFMO_N, BFMOdata, 
WCMO_N, WCMOdata, RAMO_N, RAMOdata, NCMO_N, NCMOdata) 
 
'SECTION1: import reach database 
 
'SECTION 2: calculate MO extents in each SEDSB 
    'TLMO: calculate SE*-save as->ReachData(j,30) 
     
    'AFMO: calculate DA, Ag 
    'WCMO: calculate DA, Aw 
    'Agw 
    'Ag'=Ag_Agw 
    'Aw'=Aw-Agw 
    'Calculate SDRf reduction factor (SDRfeff) with above -save as-
>ReachData(j,31) 
     
    'RAMO: calculate SL*-save as->ReachData(j,32) 
    'NCMO: calculate SL*-save as->ReachData(j,33) 
     
'SECTION 3: sediment loading algorithm 
    'sediment loading without MOs 
    'sedimetn loading with MOs: Go through Reach contributing area and 
Calculate MO effect 
 
 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'SECTION 1: Import Reachdatabase 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'Define reach data variables''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim databasepath$, ReachDatabase$ 
Dim ReachData As Variant 
Dim SDRfparam As Variant 
Dim SDRfpparam As Variant 
Dim SDRffparam As Variant 
Dim BESTSDRf As Variant 
Dim SDRsparam As Variant 
Dim BESTparam As Variant 
 
'Reach data access 
'databasepath = "Macintosh HD:Users:sejongee:Documents:JHU-mac:CSSR-
Research:MOSM:v6:" 
'ReachDatabase = "Reachdata.xlsx" 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = False 'to prevent slowing down operation 
'Workbooks.Open Filename:=databasepath & ReachDatabase 'open 
destination workbook (database workbook) 
  
''''' 
Dim Reach_N As Integer, UM_N As Integer, MC_N As Integer, LC_N As 
Integer, UL_N As Integer, LO_N As Integer 
Reach_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("A1") 'number of reach segments 
UM_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("D3") 
MC_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("E3") 
LC_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("F3") 
UL_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("G3") 
LO_N = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("H3") 
 
Dim UMtoLO As Integer, MCtoLO As Integer, LCtoLO As Integer, ULtoLO As 
Integer 
'define the Reach/SB locations where the reaches make connection 
UMtoLO = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("D5") '510 
MCtoLO = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("E5") '377 
LCtoLO = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("F5") '377 
ULtoLO = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("G5") '105 
 
ReachData = Worksheets("Reachdata").Range("B10:AZ538") 'import reach 
database including area, soilloss, and loadings 
SDRfparam = Worksheets("SDRf").Range("E6:G534") 'import SDRf 
distribution parameters 
SDRfpparam = Worksheets("SDRf").Range("H6:J534") 'import SDRf 
distribution parameters 
SDRffparam = Worksheets("SDRf").Range("K6:M534") 'import SDRf 
distribution parameters 
'BESTSDRf = Worksheets("SDRf").Range("G6:G534") 
SDRsparam = Worksheets("SDRsparam").Range("D5:G9") 'import SDRs 
parameters 
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BESTparam = Worksheets("SDRsparam").Range("H5:J9") 'best parameter for 
1 MC situation 
 
'ActiveWorkbook.Close savechanges:=False 'close the database 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
 
'end of importing input Data 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'SECTION2: go through Reach contributing area and Calculate MO 
effect'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'calculate soil loss reduction from TLMO 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'calculate extent of AFMO 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'calculate sediment loading reduction from RAMO and NCMO 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'calculate SDRf reduction from AFMO 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'MO efficiency variable and definitions 
Dim Anmin_factor As Double 
Dim alpha As Variant 
Dim X As Double 'proportion of AFMO DA (Ag) and WCMO DA (Aw) overlap 
Dim BFMO_DF As Double 'drainage extent 
Dim Fr As Double 'Ravine seidment source addressed 
 
Dim BFMOeff As Double 
Dim AFMOeff As Double 
Dim WCMOeff As Double 
Dim RAMOeff As Double 
Dim NCMOeff As Double 
 
Anmin_factor = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("P3") / 100 
alpha = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("T20:AB22") 
X = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M30") 
BFMO_DF = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M42") 
Fr = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M87") / 100 
 
BFMOeff = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M17") / 100 
AFMOeff = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M14") / 100 
WCMOeff = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M20") / 100 
RAMOeff = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M26") / 100 
NCMOeff = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M29") / 100 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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' 
'''Calculate soil loss reduction from 1) TLMO, 2) BFMO 3) AFMOs, 4) 
WCMO 5) Agw 6) sed loading reduction from RAMO and 7)NCMO 
''''''Loop thorugh SEDSB  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim A As Double 
Dim Anmin As Double 
Dim TLMO_SE As Double 
Dim Ab As Double 
Dim Ag As Double 
Dim WCMO_A As Double 
Dim Aw As Double 
Dim Agw As Double 
Dim Ag_ As Double 
Dim Aw_ As Double 
'Dim SDRfeff As Double '----------->store as reachdata(i,31) 
Dim RAMO_SL As Double '----------->store as reachdata(i,32) 
Dim NCMO_SL As Double '----------->store as reachdata(i,33) 
 
For i = 1 To Reach_N '1 to Reach_N 
     
    A = ReachData(i, 6) 
    Anmin = A * Anmin_factor 
    TLMO_SE = 0 
    Ab = 0 
    Ag = 0 
    WCMO_A = 0 
    Aw = 0 
    Agw = 0 
    Ag_ = 0 
    Aw_ = 0 
    'SDRfeff = 0 
    RAMO_SL = 0 
    NCMO_SL = 0 
     
    '''''''''''''1) Calculate new soil loss after TLMO---
>ReachData(i,30)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    ''calculate SE=(alpha1*A1+alpha2*A2+alpha3*A3)*Xbar for M, C, L for 
j=1 to TLMO_N <--if River =M,C,L 
     
    For j = 1 To TLMO_N 'go through each TLMO in the database 
     
        If ReachData(i, 1) = TLMOdata(j, 5) Then 'check TLMO_j is 
located in SEDSB_i 
         
            If ReachData(i, 3) = "LES" Then 'check River=LES 
                 
                'Calculate new SE for zone1, zone2, or zone 3 
                TLMO_SE = TLMO_SE _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 1) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 1) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 1) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 27) _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 2) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 2) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 2) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 28) _ 
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                    + (alpha(1, 3) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 3) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 3) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 29) 
             
            ElseIf ReachData(i, 3) = "COB" Then 
 
                TLMO_SE = TLMO_SE _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 4) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 4) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 4) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 27) _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 5) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 5) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 5) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 28) _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 6) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 6) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 6) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 29) 
             
            Else 'if river=MAP 
             
                TLMO_SE = TLMO_SE _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 7) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 7) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 7) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 27) _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 8) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 8) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 8) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 28) _ 
                    + (alpha(1, 9) * TLMOdata(j, 39) + alpha(2, 9) * 
TLMOdata(j, 40) + alpha(3, 9) * TLMOdata(j, 41)) * ReachData(i, 26) * 
ReachData(i, 29) 
             
            End If 
             
        End If 
    Next j 
     
    'calculate new soil loss (SE*) with TLMO application plus soil loss 
from non-tilled area (=ReachData(i,10)-ReachData(i,25)) for each SEDSB 
i 
    ReachData(i, 30) = TLMO_SE + ReachData(i, 10) - ReachData(i, 25) 
    'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 1) = ReachData(i, 30) 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 31) = ReachData(i, 30) 
         
        ''''''''''''''2) Calculate (DA of BFMO)---
>ReachData(i,33)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    For j = 1 To BFMO_N 
        If ReachData(i, 1) = BFMOdata(j, 5) And BFMOdata(j, 50) = 1 
Then 'check BFMO_j is located inSEDSB_i and BFMO_j is selected 
            'Ab = Ab + BFMOdata(j, 18) * BFMO_DF 'sum BFMO_DA=L*DL in 
SEDSB_i 
            Ab = Ab + BFMOdata(j, 19) 
        End If 
    Next j 
     
   'set the upper bound of BFMO drainage area to Ap 
    If Ab > ReachData(i, 40) Then 
        Ab = ReachData(i, 40) 
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    End If 
     
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 48) = Ab 
         
    ''''''''''''''3) Calculate (DA of AFMO)---
>ReachData(i,31)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    For j = 1 To AFMO_N 
        If ReachData(i, 1) = AFMOdata(j, 5) And AFMOdata(j, 50) = 1 
Then 'check AFMO_j is located inSEDSB_i and AFMO_j is selected 
            Ag = Ag + AFMOdata(j, 15) 'sum AFMO_DA in SEDSB_i 
        End If 
    Next j 
 
    ''''''''''''''4) Calculate (DA of WCMO)---
>ReachData(i,32)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    For j = 1 To WCMO_N 
        If ReachData(i, 1) = WCMOdata(j, 5) And WCMOdata(j, 50) = 1 
Then 'check AFMO_j is located inSEDSB_i and AFMO_j is selected 
            WCMO_A = WCMO_A + WCMOdata(j, 14) 'sum allocated WCMO_A in 
SEDSB_i 
        End If 
    Next j 
     
    'calculate WCMO DA, Aw given the WCMO Area selected for each SEDSB 
i 
    Aw = (ReachData(i, 41) - Anmin) * (1 - Exp(-1e-06 * WCMO_A))    
'calculate DA of WCMO as function of Af-Anmin and selected SA of WCMO 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 43) = Aw 
      
     ''''''''''''''5) Calculate Agw, Ag', and Aw and SDRfN elements  
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
     
    Agw = X * WorksheetFunction.Min(Ag, Aw) + (1 - X) * 
WorksheetFunction.Max(0, (Ag + Aw) - (ReachData(i, 41) - Anmin)) 
 
    Ag_ = Ag - Agw 
    Aw_ = Aw - Agw 
     
    'If Ag_ + Aw_ + Agw > ReachData(i, 41) Then 
    '    Ag_ = ReachData(i, 41) - Aw_ - Agw 
    'End If 
     
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 49) = Ag_ + Aw_ + Agw 
    
   'expressions to calculate SDRfN 
    ReachData(i, 34) = AFMOeff * Ag_ + (AFMOeff + WCMOeff - AFMOeff * 
WCMOeff) * Agw + WCMOeff * Aw_ 
    ReachData(i, 35) = BFMOeff * Ab 
     
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 49) = Ag_ 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 50) = Aw_ 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 51) = Agw 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 52) = ReachData(i, 34) 
    'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + i, 53) = ReachData(i, 35) 
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    ''''''5) Calculate new Ravine load---
>ReachData(i,34)'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    For j = 1 To RAMO_N 
        If ReachData(i, 1) = RAMOdata(j, 5) And RAMOdata(j, 50) = 1 
Then 'check RAMO_j is located inSEDSB_i and RAMO_j is selected 
            RAMO_SL = RAMO_SL + RAMOdata(j, 18) * Fr * (1 - RAMOeff) + 
RAMOdata(j, 18) * (1 - Fr) 'calculate the sediment reduction from tips 
in selected ravine for targeted fraction of sed load 
        ElseIf ReachData(i, 1) = RAMOdata(j, 5) Then 
            RAMO_SL = RAMO_SL + RAMOdata(j, 18) 
        End If 
    Next j 
     
    ReachData(i, 32) = RAMO_SL 
    'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 5) = ReachData(i, 32) 
     
    ''''''6) Calculate new loading from bluffs where NCMO is applied --
->ReachData(i,35) 
    For j = 1 To NCMO_N 
        If ReachData(i, 1) = NCMOdata(j, 5) And NCMOdata(j, 50) = 1 
Then 'check TLMO_j is located in SEDSB_i 
            NCMO_SL = NCMO_SL + NCMOdata(j, 18) * (1 - NCMOeff) 
'calculate new SL from bluffs in SEDSB_i where NCMO is implemented 
        ElseIf ReachData(i, 1) = NCMOdata(j, 5) Then 
            NCMO_SL = NCMO_SL + NCMOdata(j, 18) 'calculate new SL from 
bluffs in SEDSB_i 
        End If 
    Next j 
 
    ReachData(i, 33) = NCMO_SL 
    'Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(1 + i, 6) = ReachData(i, 33) 
Next i 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'END OF MO IMPACT 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'SECTION3: Calculate stochastic sediment loading using MC 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''Determine SDRf and SDRs from random 
selection'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''Calculate SL without MOs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''Calculate SL with MOs 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
'Define and read input param 
Dim MCn As Integer 
MCn = Worksheets("CONTROL").Range("M2") 'number of MC iterations 
Dim density As Double 
Dim perc As Double 
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perc = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M3") 'MC percentile output 
density = Worksheets("I|O Detail").Range("M4") 'soil density to 
calculate volume of storage 
 
'define variables to generate SDRf and SDRs 
'Dim UMrndi As Integer, MCrndi As Integer, LCrndi As Integer, ULrndi As 
Integer, LOrndi As Integer 
Dim UM_a2 As Double, UM_b2 As Double 
Dim MC_a2 As Double, MC_b2 As Double 
Dim LC_a2 As Double, LC_b2 As Double 
Dim UL_a2 As Double, UL_b2 As Double 
Dim LO_a2 As Double, LO_b2 As Double 
 
Dim RndProb As Double 
Dim SDRf As Double 
Dim SDRfN As Double 
Dim SDRs As Double 
Dim SLf As Double 
 
Dim Hockeystick_MAP As Double, Hockeystick_COB As Double, 
Hockeystick_LES As Double, Hockeystick As Double 
 
Hockeystick_MAP = Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E8") 
Hockeystick_COB = Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E9") 
Hockeystick_LES = Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E10") 
Hockeystick = (Hockeystick_MAP + Hockeystick_COB + Hockeystick_LES) / 3 
 
'''define output variables 
'Sediment Loading (SL) outputs with no MO input 
Dim SL_UM_noMO() As Double, SL_MC_noMO() As Double, SL_LC_noMO() As 
Double, SL_UL_noMO() As Double, SL_LO_noMO() As Double 
ReDim SL_UM_noMO(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_MC_noMO(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_LC_noMO(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_UL_noMO(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_LO_noMO(1 To MCn) As Double 
 
'Sediment Loading (SL) outputs with MO input 
Dim SL_UM() As Double, SL_MC() As Double, SL_LC() As Double, SL_UL() As 
Double, SL_LO() As Double 
ReDim SL_UM(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_MC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_LC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_UL(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SL_LO(1 To MCn) As Double 
 
'Sediment Loading Reduction (SLR) outputs with MO input 
Dim SLR_UM() As Double, SLR_MC() As Double, SLR_LC() As Double, 
SLR_UL() As Double, SLR_LO() As Double 
ReDim SLR_UM(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SLR_MC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SLR_LC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SLR_UL(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SLR_LO(1 To MCn) As Double 
 
'SDf and SDs outputs with MOs 
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Dim SDfmm_UM() As Double, SDfmm_MC() As Double, SDfmm_LC() As Double, 
SDfmm_UL() As Double, SDfm_LO() As Double 
ReDim SDfmm_UM(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDfmm_MC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDfmm_LC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDfmm_UL(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDfmm_LO(1 To MCn) As Double 
 
Dim SDsmm_UM() As Double, SDsmm_MC() As Double, SDsmm_LC() As Double, 
SDsmm_UL() As Double, SDsmm_LO() As Double 
ReDim SDsmm_UM(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDsmm_MC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDsmm_LC(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDsmm_UL(1 To MCn) As Double 
ReDim SDsmm_LO(1 To MCn) As Double 
 
For i = 1 To MCn 
 
    If MCn = 1 Then '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''Dfine 
DETERMINISTIC SDR parmaeters WITH BEST 
PARAM''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
    'to calculate the best SDRs 
    UM_a2 = BESTparam(1, 2) 
    UM_b2 = BESTparam(1, 3) 
    MC_a2 = BESTparam(2, 2) 
    MC_b2 = BESTparam(2, 3) 
    LC_a2 = BESTparam(3, 2) 
    LC_b2 = BESTparam(3, 3) 
    UL_a2 = BESTparam(4, 2) 
    UL_b2 = BESTparam(4, 3) 
    LO_a2 = BESTparam(5, 2) 
    LO_b2 = BESTparam(5, 3) 
     
    Else ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''Define  
STOCHASTIC SDR 
parameters'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''' 
    'random index to calculate SDRs 
    UM_a2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(1, 2) - SDRsparam(1, 1)) + SDRsparam(1, 
1) 'uniform random generation of parameter value 
    UM_b2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(1, 4) - SDRsparam(1, 3)) + SDRsparam(1, 
3) 
    MC_a2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(2, 2) - SDRsparam(2, 1)) + SDRsparam(2, 
1) 
    MC_b2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(2, 4) - SDRsparam(2, 3)) + SDRsparam(2, 
3) 
    LC_a2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(3, 2) - SDRsparam(3, 1)) + SDRsparam(3, 
1) 
    LC_b2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(3, 4) - SDRsparam(3, 3)) + SDRsparam(3, 
3) 
    UL_a2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(4, 2) - SDRsparam(4, 1)) + SDRsparam(4, 
1) 
    UL_b2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(4, 4) - SDRsparam(4, 3)) + SDRsparam(4, 
3) 
    LO_a2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(5, 2) - SDRsparam(5, 1)) + SDRsparam(5, 
1) 
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    LO_b2 = Rnd() * (SDRsparam(5, 4) - SDRsparam(5, 3)) + SDRsparam(5, 
3) 
    End If 
 
'calculate sediment loading without and with MO at each reach j for 
MCrealization i 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
   
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'1. calculate SL with 1) NO MO and 2) with MO at each reach j 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
     
    'go through upper WATs: UM, MC, LC, and UL 
first''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''' 
     
    RndProb = Rnd() 
     
    For j = 1 To Reach_N 
         
        'look up SDRf 1)optimal solution 2) calculated from lognomarl 
distribution outputs from Topofilter 
        If MCn = 1 Then 
            SDRf = SDRfparam(j, 3) 
            SDRfN = (SDRf _ 
                    - (ReachData(j, 34) * SDRffparam(j, 3) _ 
                    + ReachData(j, 35) * SDRfpparam(j, 3)) _ 
                    / ReachData(j, 6)) 
        Else 
            SDRf = Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRfparam(j, 
1), SDRfparam(j, 2))) 'calculate SDRf from 
            SDRfN = SDRf _ 
                    - (ReachData(j, 34) * 
Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRffparam(j, 1), SDRffparam(j, 
2))) _ 
                    + ReachData(j, 35) * 
Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRfpparam(j, 1), SDRfpparam(j, 
2)))) _ 
                    / ReachData(j, 6) 
             
            If SDRfN < 0 Then 
                SDRfN = 1e-05 
            End If 
             
        End If 
         
        'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + j, 33) = SDRf 
        'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(9 + j, 34) = SDRfN 
         
        If ReachData(j, 4) = "UM" Then 
            '1) no MO SL calculation 
            SDRs = Exp(UM_a2 * (ReachData(j, 9) / ReachData(j, 7)) ^ 
UM_b2 * ReachData(j, 8)) 
            SL_UM_noMO(i) = SL_UM_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * SDRf + 
ReachData(j, 22)) * SDRs 'ReachData(j,10) is the input soil loss 
'Reachdata(j,22)=net NCS loading 
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            '2) MO SL calculation 
            SLf = ReachData(j, 30) * SDRfN 
          
            SDfmm_UM(i) = SDfmm_UM(i) + (ReachData(j, 30) - SLf) / 
(density * ReachData(j, 6)) * 1000 'sediment deposition over entire 
SEDSB area (j,6) 
            SL_UM(i) = SL_UM(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_MAP)) * SDRs 
'apply effects of water conservation to bluff (j,33) and stream 
banks(j,18) 
            'SDsmm_UM(i) = SDsmm_UM(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33) - SL_UM(i)) / (density * 
ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
            SDsmm_UM(i) = SDsmm_UM(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_MAP)) * (1 - 
SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
                 
            '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
            SLR_UM(i) = SL_UM_noMO(i) - SL_UM(i) 
                 
        ElseIf ReachData(j, 4) = "MC" Then 
            '1) no MO SL calculation 
            'SDRf = SDRf1000(j, MCrndi) 
            SDRs = Exp(MC_a2 * (ReachData(j, 9) / ReachData(j, 7)) ^ 
MC_b2 * ReachData(j, 8)) 
            SL_MC_noMO(i) = SL_MC_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * SDRf + 
ReachData(j, 22)) * SDRs 'ReachData(j,10) is the input soil loss 
             
            '2) MO SL calculation 
            SLf = ReachData(j, 30) * SDRfN 
            SDfmm_MC(i) = SDfmm_MC(i) + (ReachData(j, 30) - SLf) / 
(density * ReachData(j, 6)) * 1000 'sediment deposition over entire 
SEDSB area (j,6) 
            SL_MC(i) = SL_MC(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_COB)) * SDRs 
'apply effects of water conservation to bluff (j,33) and stream 
banks(j,18) 
            SDsmm_MC(i) = SDsmm_MC(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_COB)) * (1 - 
SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
               
            '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
            SLR_MC(i) = SL_MC_noMO(i) - SL_MC(i) 
               
        ElseIf ReachData(j, 4) = "LC" Then 
            '1) no MO SL calculation 
            'SDRf = SDRf1000(j, LCrndi) 
            SDRs = Exp(LC_a2 * (ReachData(j, 9) / ReachData(j, 7)) ^ 
LC_b2 * ReachData(j, 8)) 
            SL_LC_noMO(i) = SL_LC_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * SDRf + 
ReachData(j, 22)) * SDRs 'ReachData(j,10) is the input soil loss 
             
            '2) MO SL calculation 
            SLf = ReachData(j, 30) * SDRfN 
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            SDfmm_LC(i) = SDfmm_LC(i) + (ReachData(j, 30) - SLf) / 
(density * ReachData(j, 6)) * 1000 'sediment deposition over entire 
SEDSB area (j,6) 
            SL_LC(i) = SL_LC(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_COB)) * SDRs 
'apply effects of water conservation to bluff (j,33) and stream 
banks(j,18) 
            SDsmm_LC(i) = SDsmm_LC(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_COB)) * (1 - 
SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
               
             '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
            SLR_LC(i) = SL_LC_noMO(i) - SL_LC(i) 
                            
        ElseIf ReachData(j, 4) = "UL" Then 
            '1) no MO SL calculation 
            'SDRf = SDRf1000(j, UMrndi) 
            SDRs = Exp(UL_a2 * (ReachData(j, 9) / ReachData(j, 7)) ^ 
UL_b2 * ReachData(j, 8)) 
            SL_UL_noMO(i) = SL_UL_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * SDRf + 
ReachData(j, 22)) * SDRs 'ReachData(j,10) is the input soil loss 
             
            '2) MO SL calculation 
            SLf = ReachData(j, 30) * SDRfN 
            SDfmm_UL(i) = SDfmm_UL(i) + (ReachData(j, 30) - SLf) / 
(density * ReachData(j, 6)) * 1000 'sediment deposition over entire 
SEDSB area (j,6) 
            SL_UL(i) = SL_UL(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_LES)) * SDRs 
'apply effects of water conservation to bluff (j,33) and stream 
banks(j,18) 
            SDsmm_UL(i) = SDsmm_UL(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick_LES)) * (1 - 
SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
               
            '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
            SLR_UL(i) = SL_UL_noMO(i) - SL_UL(i) 
               
        End If 
         
        'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(j + 9, 35) = SDRs 
         
    Next j 
     
    '''''''Go through LO with outputs from UM, MC, LC, and 
UL''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
     
    For j = 1 To Reach_N 'go through LO and add inflows from upstream 
watersheds 
         
        'look up SDRf 1)optimal solution 2) calculated from lognomarl 
distribution outputs from Topofilter 
        If MCn = 1 Then 
            SDRf = SDRfparam(j, 3) 
            SDRfN = (SDRf _ 
                    - (ReachData(j, 34) * SDRffparam(j, 3) _ 
                    + ReachData(j, 35) * SDRfpparam(j, 3)) _ 
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                    / ReachData(j, 6)) 
        Else 
            SDRf = Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRfparam(j, 
1), SDRfparam(j, 2))) 'calculate SDRf from 
            SDRfN = (SDRf _ 
                    - (ReachData(j, 34) * 
Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRffparam(j, 1), SDRffparam(j, 
2))) _ 
                    + ReachData(j, 35) * 
Exp(WorksheetFunction.NormInv(RndProb, SDRfpparam(j, 1), SDRfpparam(j, 
2)))) _ 
                    / ReachData(j, 6)) 
             
            If SDRfN < 0 Then 
                SDRfN = 1e-05 
            End If 
        End If 
         
        If ReachData(j, 4) = "LO" Then 
         
            'Calculate the SDR for each SEDSB j 
            'SDRf = SDRf1000(j, LOrndi) 
            SDRs = Exp(LO_a2 * (ReachData(j, 9) / ReachData(j, 7)) ^ 
LO_b2 * ReachData(j, 8)) 
             
            '2) MO SL calculation 
            SLf = ReachData(j, 30) * SDRfN 
            SDfmm_LO(i) = SDfmm_LO(i) + (ReachData(j, 30) - SLf) / 
(density * ReachData(j, 6)) * 1000 
                 
            'check the SEDSB that confluence with upstream watersheds: 
            If ReachData(j, 1) = UMtoLO Then 'UM to LO junction 
                '1) no MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO_noMO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * 
SDRf + ReachData(j, 22) + SL_UM_noMO(i)) * SDRs 'Input at UG from UM 
                 
                '2) MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO(i) = SL_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_UM(i)) * 
SDRs 
                SDsmm_LO(i) = SDsmm_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_UM(i)) * 
(1 - SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
                 
                '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
                SLR_LO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) - SL_LO(i) 
                 
            ElseIf ReachData(j, 1) = MCtoLO Then 'MC, LC to LO junction 
                 '1) no MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO_noMO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * 
SDRf + ReachData(j, 22) + SL_MC_noMO(i) + SL_LC_noMO(i)) * SDRs 'Input 
at UG from MC and LC 
                 
                '2) MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO(i) = SL_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_MC(i) + 
SL_LC(i)) * SDRs 
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                SDsmm_LO(i) = SDsmm_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_MC(i) + 
SL_LC(i)) * (1 - SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
                 
                '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
                SLR_LO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) - SL_LO(i) 
                 
            ElseIf ReachData(j, 1) = ULtoLO Then 
                '1) no MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO_noMO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * 
SDRf + ReachData(j, 22) + SL_UL_noMO(i)) * SDRs 'Input at UG from UL 
                 
                '2) MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO(i) = SL_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_UL(i)) * 
SDRs 
                SDsmm_LO(i) = SDsmm_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick) + SL_UL(i)) * 
(1 - SDRs) / (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
                 
            Else 
                '1) no MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO_noMO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) + (ReachData(j, 10) * 
SDRf + ReachData(j, 22)) * SDRs 
                 
                '2) MO SL calculation 
                SL_LO(i) = SL_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick)) * SDRs 
                SDsmm_LO(i) = SDsmm_LO(i) + (SLf + ReachData(j, 32) + 
(ReachData(j, 18) + ReachData(j, 33)) * (1 - Hockeystick)) * (1 - SDRs) 
/ (density * ReachData(j, 8)) * 1000 
                 
                '3) MO SL reduction  (SLR) calculation 
                SLR_LO(i) = SL_LO_noMO(i) - SL_LO(i) 
                 
            End If 
             
         'Worksheets("Reachdata").Cells(j + 9, 35) = SDRs 
          
        End If 
    Next j 
 
SDfmm_UM(i) = SDfmm_UM(i) / UM_N 
SDsmm_UM(i) = SDsmm_UM(i) / UM_N 
SDfmm_MC(i) = SDfmm_MC(i) / MC_N 
SDsmm_MC(i) = SDsmm_MC(i) / MC_N 
SDfmm_LC(i) = SDfmm_LC(i) / LC_N 
SDsmm_LC(i) = SDsmm_LC(i) / LC_N 
SDfmm_UL(i) = SDfmm_UL(i) / UL_N 
SDsmm_UL(i) = SDsmm_UL(i) / UL_N 
SDfmm_LO(i) = SDfmm_LO(i) / LO_N 
SDsmm_LO(i) = SDsmm_LO(i) / LO_N 
 
'Application.StatusBar = "calculating sediment loading" 
 
Next i 
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'Application.StatusBar = False 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''Caluclate and record MC output statistics 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C15:H19") = "" 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C23:H27") = "" 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C32:H36") = "" 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C41:H45") = "" 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C49:H53") = "" 
 
If MCn = 1 Then 
'SL with noMo 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C15") = SL_UM_noMO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C16") = SL_MC_noMO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C17") = SL_LC_noMO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C18") = SL_UL_noMO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C19") = SL_LO_noMO 
'SL with MO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C23") = SL_UM 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C24") = SL_MC 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C25") = SL_LC 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C26") = SL_UL 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C27") = SL_LO 
'SLR with MO 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C32") = SLR_UM 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C33") = SLR_MC 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C34") = SLR_LC 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C35") = SLR_UL 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C36") = SLR_LO 
 
Else 
 
''NO MO 
'''SL outputs 
'mean 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C15") = mean(MCn, SL_UM_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C16") = mean(MCn, SL_MC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C17") = mean(MCn, SL_LC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C18") = mean(MCn, SL_UL_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C19") = mean(MCn, SL_LO_noMO) 
 
'Standard deviation 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D15") = StdDev(MCn, SL_UM_noMO, 
mean(MCn, SL_UM_noMO)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D16") = StdDev(MCn, SL_MC_noMO, 
mean(MCn, SL_MC_noMO)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D17") = StdDev(MCn, SL_LC_noMO, 
mean(MCn, SL_LC_noMO)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D18") = StdDev(MCn, SL_UL_noMO, 
mean(MCn, SL_UL_noMO)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D19") = StdDev(MCn, SL_LO_noMO, 
mean(MCn, SL_LO_noMO)) 
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'min 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E15") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_UM_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E16") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_MC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E17") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_LC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E18") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_UL_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E19") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_LO_noMO) 
 
'max 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F15") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_UM_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F16") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_MC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F17") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_LC_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F18") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_UL_noMO) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F19") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_LO_noMO) 
 
'95 percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G15") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UM_noMO, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G16") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_MC_noMO, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G17") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LC_noMO, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G18") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UL_noMO, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G19") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LO_noMO, perc / 100) 
 
'75 percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H15") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UM_noMO, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H16") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_MC_noMO, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H17") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LC_noMO, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H18") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UL_noMO, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H19") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LO_noMO, 1 - perc / 100) 
 
'record all the MC outputs 
'Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("J15:ALU15") = SL_UM_noMO 
 
''with MO 
''''SL outputs 
'mean 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C23") = mean(MCn, SL_UM) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C24") = mean(MCn, SL_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C25") = mean(MCn, SL_LC) 
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Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C26") = mean(MCn, SL_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C27") = mean(MCn, SL_LO) 
 
'STD 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D23") = StdDev(MCn, SL_UM, mean(MCn, 
SL_UM)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D24") = StdDev(MCn, SL_MC, mean(MCn, 
SL_MC)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D25") = StdDev(MCn, SL_LC, mean(MCn, 
SL_LC)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D26") = StdDev(MCn, SL_UL, mean(MCn, 
SL_UL)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D27") = StdDev(MCn, SL_LO, mean(MCn, 
SL_LO)) 
 
'min 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E23") = WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_UM) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E24") = WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E25") = WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_LC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E26") = WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E27") = WorksheetFunction.Min(SL_LO) 
 
'max 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F23") = WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_UM) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F24") = WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F25") = WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_LC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F26") = WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F27") = WorksheetFunction.Max(SL_LO) 
 
'95 percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G23") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UM, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G24") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_MC, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G25") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LC, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G26") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UL, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G27") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LO, perc / 100) 
 
'75 percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H23") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UM, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H24") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_MC, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H25") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LC, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H26") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_UL, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H27") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SL_LO, 1 - perc / 100) 
 
'Record SL reduction 
''''SLR outputs 
'mean 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C32") = mean(MCn, SLR_UM) 
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Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C33") = mean(MCn, SLR_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C34") = mean(MCn, SLR_LC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C35") = mean(MCn, SLR_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("C36") = mean(MCn, SLR_LO) 
 
'STD 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D32") = StdDev(MCn, SLR_UM, 
mean(MCn, SLR_UM)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D33") = StdDev(MCn, SLR_MC, 
mean(MCn, SLR_MC)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D34") = StdDev(MCn, SLR_LC, 
mean(MCn, SLR_LC)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D35") = StdDev(MCn, SLR_UL, 
mean(MCn, SLR_UL)) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("D36") = StdDev(MCn, SLR_LO, 
mean(MCn, SLR_LO)) 
 
'min 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E32") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SLR_UM) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E33") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SLR_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E34") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SLR_LC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E35") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SLR_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("E36") = 
WorksheetFunction.Min(SLR_LO) 
 
'max 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F32") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SLR_UM) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F33") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SLR_MC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F34") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SLR_LC) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F35") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SLR_UL) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("F36") = 
WorksheetFunction.Max(SLR_LO) 
 
'100-X percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G32") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_UM, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G33") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_MC, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G34") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_LC, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G35") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_UL, perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("G36") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_LO, perc / 100) 
 
'X percentile 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H32") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_UM, 1 - perc / 100) 
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Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H33") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_MC, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H34") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_LC, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H35") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_UL, 1 - perc / 100) 
Worksheets("Output Detail").Range("H36") = 
WorksheetFunction.Percentile(SLR_LO, 1 - perc / 100) 
 
End If 
 
Application.StatusBar = False 
 
 
End Sub 
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